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1. Vorwort
1. Vorwort
Im digitalen Zeitalter der Informationstechnologie wird die weltweite Kommunikation schneller
und wichtiger, als es noch vor einem Jahrhundert hätte erwartet werden können. In Zeiten in
denen die digitale Bildung bereits in der Kindheit beginnt, ist der problemlose Datenaustausch zu
einer Selbstverständlichkeit für die moderne Gesellschaft geworden. Riesige Rechenzentren und
die kontinuierliche Weiterentwicklung der Technologie sind vonnöten, um dem steigenden Bedarf
von Industrie und Gesellschaft gerecht zu werden. Diesen Herausforderungen begegnet man durch
den Bau von größeren Rechenzentren sowie der stetigen Erhöhung der Speicherdichten. Der durch
Rechenzentren verursachte Energiebedarf trug mit 1.5% zum globalen Energieverbrauch in 2011
bei [1]. Als ein Thema von globaler Bedeutung ist der Klimawandel eine wichtige und aktuelle
Herausforderung für die moderne Energiewirtschaft mit der Folge, dass der Energieverbrauch
verringert oder zumindest die Energieeﬃzienz von Endgeräten gesteigert werden muss. Einen
Kernaspekt stellen hierbei der Energieverbrauch von Prozessoren, Servern und Speichermedien
sowie deren dauerhafte Kühlung während ihrer Operation dar. Aus diesem Grund können
verschiedene Ansätze aus der Grundlagenforschung zu einer eﬀektiveren Energienutzung in der
modernen Informationstechnologie beitragen.
Mit der Entdeckung des Riesenmagnetowiderstandes (GMR) 1988 [2, 3], startete das Forschungs-
feld der Spintronik unter Ausnutzung einer quantenmechanischen Eigenschaft des Elektrons, dem
Spin, einen ungewöhnlich schnellen Fortschritt von Grundlagenforschung zur Anwendung. Die
Nutzung von spintronischen Eﬀekten erlaubte die kontinuierliche Miniaturisierung von Speicher-
medien, was zur wesentlichen Erhöhung von Speicherdichten führte und damit zur Verbesserung
der modernen Speichertechnologien beitrug [4]. Desweiteren könnte eine Reduktion von Dis-
sipationsenergie erreicht werden, wenn die digitalen Informationen in elektrischen Isolatoren
gespeichert werden könnten und somit die physikalische Ursache Joule’scher Wärme vermieden
wird. Das Forschungsgebiet der Magnonik beschäftigt sich mit Fragen wie dem Speichern, Ausle-
sen und Transferieren von magnetischen Informationen anhand der quantisierten Quasi-Teilchen
von Spinwellen, den Magnonen [5, 6]. Weil Magnonen in ferromagnetischen Isolatoren (FMIs)
transportiert werden können, haben magnonenbasierte Bauteile das Potenzial, elektrische Bauteile
sowie den damit verbundenen Energieverlust durch elektrische Abwärme zu minimieren. Das eher
klassiche Feld der Thermoelektrizität konzentriert sich wiederrum auf die direkte Umwandlung
von Wärme zu Elektrizität. Ein Vorteil von thermoelektrischen Bauteilen ist, dass sie sich nicht
aus kleineren, beweglichen Bausteinen zusammensetzen und somit eine gesteigerte Lebenszeit
und Eﬃzienz aufweisen. Das macht sie zu langlebigen und verlässlichen Energiekonvertern [7].
Allerdings wird die Umwandlungseﬃzienz, beschrieben durch den Gütefaktor [8], durch das
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Wiedemann-Franz Gesetz limitiert, welches es schwierig macht, alle nötigen Parameter in nur
einem Material bestmöglichst zu optimieren.
Während des letzten Jahrzehnts verbanden sich die Felder der Spintronik und Thermoelektrizität
zu einem neuen Forschungsfeld, der Spinkaloritronik. Hier werden die Wechselwirkungen des
Elektronenspins mit Wärme erforscht und im Hinblick auf potenzielle Anwendungen untersucht
[9]. So erzeugt der Spin Seebeck Eﬀekt (SSE) beispielsweise einen Spinstrom durch einen
thermischen Gradienten, welcher dann durch Magnonen in FMIs transportiert werden kann
[10]. Neben reiner Wärme-zu-Spinstrom Umwandlung eröﬀnete die Spinstromerzeugung auch
neue Ansätze für Wärme-zu-Ladungsstrom Bauteilen mit konzeptionellen Vorteilen gegenüber
klassichen thermoelektrischen Bauteilen [11, 12].
Bis jetzt wurden alle spinkaloritronischen Experimente mit einem räumlich ﬁxierten Temperatur-
gradienten relativ zu einer Probe durchgeführt. Die resultierenden Spinströme wurden nur durch
Manipulation der Magnetisierung durch ein äußeres Magnetfeld oder der Stärke des Temperatur-
gradienten untersucht. Dies verhinderte systematische Studien relativ zur Kristallstruktur der
untersuchten Proben. Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit wird die Entwicklung eines neuen Aufbaus
präsentiert, welcher die Untersuchung von anisotropen magnetothermoelektrischer Eﬀekte er-
möglicht. Dieses Instrument erlaubt die Drehung eines Temperaturgradienten in der Probenebene,
welches in Kombination mit der Drehung eines externen Magnetfeldes die Rotation von thermisch
induzierten Experimenten in Relation zur Kristallstruktur ermöglicht. Dadurch eröﬀnet es einen
neuen Freiheitsgrad in der Untersuchung von thermisch induzierten Experimenten und trägt
damit zur Vertiefung des Wissens von anwendungsrelevanten Materialien bei.
Der fortschreitende Miniaturisierungsprozess während der 80er Jahre von den bis dahin longitudi-
nalen Speichermedien führte zu physikalischen Limits aufgrund von Selbst-Demagnetisierung in
kleinen Dimensionen. Deswegen erhielten dünne Schichten mit hoher senkrechter magnetischen
Anisotropie (PMA) erhöhte Aufmerksamkeit für vertikale magnetische Speichertechnologien [13].
Neben anderen Verbindungen wurden CoCr-basierte Legierungen als mögliche Kandidaten für
senkrechte Speichertechnologien betrachtet. Allerdings führten verschiedene Einschränkungen zu
thermischen Instabilitäten [14] und verhinderten die praktische Nutzung solcher Materialien. Ein
alternativer Ansatz ist die Nutzung von Co basierten Multilagen. Ein abwechselndes Aufeinan-
derschichten von Co mit Pt oder Pd Lagen ermöglicht eine kontrollierbare PMA, welche durch
Grenzﬂächeneﬀekte zwischen den Co und Pt/Pd Lagen induziert wird. Magnetoelektrische
Eﬀekte wie der anomale Hall Eﬀekt (AHE) werden genutzt, um die magnetischen Eigenschaften
von [Co/Pd]n Multilagen systematisch zu untersuchen und anzupassen [15, 16, 17, 18]. Heutzu-
tage sind diese Multilagen aufgrund ihrer Nutzung für die thermische Spinstromerzeugung
ebenfalls von großem Interesse für die spinkalorische Gemeinschaft. So kann zum Beispiel der
thermisch äquivalente Eﬀekt zum AHE, der anomale Nernst Eﬀekt (ANE), zur Erhöhung der
Wärme-zu-Ladungsstrom Umwandlungseﬃzienz beitragen, wenn er konstruktiv mit dem SSE
überlagert wird [19]. Aus diesem Grund trägt Grundlagenwissen von Materialien und Bauteilen in
Hinsicht auf magnetische Anisotropien, Transportkoeﬃzienten und Umwandlungsseﬃzienzen zur
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Verbesserung von Rechengeschwindigkeiten, Energieverbrauch und Speicherdichten im Vergleich
zu konservativen Halbleiterbauteilen bei [20].
Aktuelle Studien zeigen, dass sich in einigen Probensystemen die elektrischen Transporteigen-
schaften durch ihre thermischen Transporteigenschaften unter Ausnutzung der Mott Relation
beschreiben lassen [21, 22]. Einerseits motiviert das die Suche eines Vorzeichenwechsels vom
ANE in Probensystemen, welche bereits einen Vorzeichenwechsel im AHE zeigen. Ein solcher
Nulldurchgang könnte eine Messung des longitudinalen SSE in Metallen ohne eine Verunreinigung
durch den ANE ermöglichen. Andererseits könnte sich ein Maximum im ANE nützlich für die
Anwendung in spinkaloritronikbasierten thermoelektrischen Bauteilen erweisen. Aus diesem
Grund wird eine vergleichende Studie von dem AHE und ANE in [Co/Pd]9 Multilagen in dem
zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit durchgeführt, welche es erlaubt, die elektrischen und thermischen
Transportkoeﬃzienten zu quantiﬁzieren und zueinander in Relation zu setzen.
Das Kapitel über die theoretischen Grundlagen beinhaltet eine Beschreibung aller für diese
Arbeit relevanten magneto(thermo)elektrischer Eﬀekte. Ebenso werden die nötigen Formeln
zur Beschreibung der experimentellen Daten hergeleitet und ein vertiefender Einblick in das
Forschungsumfeld gegeben. Weil sich die experimentelle Arbeit in zwei Studien aufteilt, werden
beide Studien im Methoden- und Diskussionskapitel unabhängig voneinander abgehandelt. Nach
der Beschreibung und Charakterisierung des neuen Setups wird die Rotation des Temperatur-
gradienten zunächst mit einer Infrarotkamera nachgewiesen, bevor eine quantitative Analyse
der anisotropen Magnetothermokraft (AMTP) folgt. Diese Studie erlaubt die Bestimmung des
anisotropen Seebeck Koeﬃzienten einer dünnen Permalloyschicht und beweist das Funktion-
sprinzip des neuen Aufbaus. Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Entwicklung
des Experiments für die AHE und ANE Messungen an [Co/Pd]9 Multilagen. Der Vergleich
verschiedener thermischer und elektrischer Transportkoeﬃzienten wird in Bezug auf die Mott
Relation durchgeführt, was in einem neuen Ansatz zur theoretischen Beschreibung resultiert.
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2. Preface
In the digital age of information technology the world wide communication becomes faster
and more important as anybody would have expected one century ago. In times when digital
education already starts in childhood, the exchange of data has become a matter of course
of modern civilization. Giant data centers and the permanent enhancement of technology are
necessary to match the increasing demands of industry and society. One can face these challenges
by either building larger data centers or, additionally, by storing the digital information more
densely. The energy consumption of all data centers accounted to 1.5% of the global energy
consumption in 2011 [1]. In times of climate change it is a topic of global interest to decrease
energy consumption or, at least, use the available energy more eﬃciently. One key aspect is the
energy consumption of the processors, servers and storage media during their operation and for
cooling purposes. Thus, diﬀerent approaches of fundamental research can lead to a more eﬀective
energy use in modern information technology.
With the discovery of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in 1988 [2, 3], spintronics, utilizing the
quantum mechanic property of an electron, the spin, started a steep progression from fundamental
research to applications. The utilization of spintronic eﬀects allowed a continuous miniaturization
of storage media, leading to high information densities and, thus, greatly improved modern
data storage [4]. Additionally, a reduction of dissipation energy could be achieved if the digital
information could be stored within electrical insulators avoiding the physical origin of charge-
resistive heat. The ﬁeld of magnonics deals with questions such as how to store, read-out and
transfer magnetic information via the quantized quasi-particles of spin waves, the magnons [5, 6].
Since magnons are able to be transported within ferromagnetic insulators (FMIs), magnon based
devices have the potential of substituting electronic based circuits and, thus, minimize dissipation
losses. The rather classical ﬁeld of thermoelectricity concentrates on the direct conversion of
heat into electricity. The advantage of devices without mechanical moving is to increase their
lifetime and eﬃciency. That makes thermoelectric devices to long lasting and reliable energy
converters [7]. However, the conversion eﬃciency, described by the ﬁgure of merit [8], is limited
by the Wiedemann-Franz law which makes it challenging to optimize all necessary properties
within one material.
During the last decade, the ﬁelds of spintronics and thermoelectricity combined into the new ﬁeld
of spin caloritronics which investigates the interaction of the spin of an electron with heat [9].
Spin currents can be generated by thermal gradients via the spin Seebeck eﬀect (SSE) [10] and
be transported e.g. via magnons in FMIs. Besides of the pure heat-to-spin current conversion,
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thermal spin current generation also opened a new approach for heat-to-electricity conversion
devices with conceptional advantages over established thermoelectric devices [11, 12].
So far, all spin caloritronic experiments apply a thermal gradient along a ﬁxed spatial direction
of a sample and the resulting spin currents are only investigated in terms of manipulating the
magnetization with an external magnetic ﬁeld or by the strength of the thermal gradient. Thus,
the thermal response of a given system could not be systematically analyzed with respect to the
crystal structure. This work presents the development of a novel instrument which enables the
investigation of the anisotropy of magnetothermoelectric eﬀects. This versatile tool allows the
in-plane (ip) rotation of a thermal gradient in combination with the ip rotation of an external
magnetic ﬁeld and enables the rotation of thermally induced experiments with respect to the
crystal orientation. Hence, it opens another degree of freedom into thermal experiments and can
deepen the knowledge of relevant materials.
The continuing miniaturization process during the early 80’s of the so far longitudinal magnetic
storage media led to physical limits due to self-demagnetization. Thus, thin ﬁlms with high
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) gained attraction for high-density vertical magnetic
recording technologies [13]. Beside others, hexagonal CoCr-based alloys were considered as
candidates for perpendicular recording media but several issues, e.g. low remanent squareness,
led to thermal instabilities of thin ﬁlms [14] and impeded the technical utilization of these
materials. An alternative approach is the use of Co based multilayers. An alternating stacking
with Pt or Pd layers ensures a controllable PMA induced by interfacial eﬀects between Co and
Pt/Pd. Magnetoelectric eﬀects such as the anomalous Hall eﬀect (AHE) are used to systematically
investigate and tune the magnetic properties of [Co/Pd]n multilayer systems [15, 16, 17, 18].
Nowadays, these multilayers are also of great interest in the spin caloric community because
of their use for thermal spin current generation. For example, the thermal equivalent eﬀect to
the AHE, the anomalous Nernst eﬀect (ANE), could enhance the heat-to-electricity conversion
eﬃciency when constructively superimposed with the SSE [19]. Hence, fundamental knowledge
of magnetic materials and devices in terms of magnetic anisotropies, transport coeﬃcients and
conversion eﬃciencies can improve data processing speed, decrease electric power consumption
and increase integration densities compared to conventional semiconductor devices [20].
Recent studies suggest that in some sample systems electric transport properties can be related
to their thermal transport properties via the Mott relation [21, 22]. On one hand, this motivates
the search for a ANE sign change in sample systems which are known for a sign change of the
AHE. A zero crossing point of the ANE would enable the parasitic free measurement of the
longitudinal SSE (LSSE) in metals, which has been a challenging task for fundamental research.
On the other hand, a maximum of the ANE could contribute to its application in spin caloric
based thermoelectric devices. For this purpose, a comparative study between the AHE and the
ANE is conducted on [Co/Pd]9 multilayers to quantify and theoretically describe the electric and
thermal transport coeﬃcients.
Within the next chapter, an introduction to the relevant magnetothermoelectric eﬀects of this
work is given. The necessary equations to describe the experimental results are derived and a
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deeper insight into the context of fundamental research is given. Since the experimental work of
this thesis consists of two studies, the experimental methods as well as the results are presented
for both studies individually. After the description and characterization of the novel setup,
the rotation of a thermal gradient is ﬁrst observed by using an infrared camera and then by a
quantitative analysis of the anisotropic magnetothermopower (AMTP). This study allows to
determine the anisotropic Seebeck coeﬃcient of a permalloy thin ﬁlm and proves the working
principle of the new setup. The second part of this work describes the development of the
experiment for the AHE and ANE measurements on [Co/Pd]9 multilayers. The comparison of
various thermal and electric transport coeﬃcients is discussed in terms of the Mott relation,
supposing a new theoretical approach to match the experimental results.
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3. Theoretical Background
3.1. Electric transport
In this chapter, the basic description of thermoelectricity is followed by its combination with
magnetic interactions. An overview of the magnetothermoelectric eﬀects related to this work is
given.
3.1.1. Electric potentials as driving forces
Within the semiclassical picture of statistical physics, electric current consists of ﬂowing electrons.
Because fermions can not occupy the same quantum state, the electron distribution is described
by the Fermi-Dirac distribution
f(ǫ) =
1
1 + exp( ǫ−µ
kB T
)
. (3.1)
The Fermi function is shown in Fig. 3.1 and speciﬁes the propability of an electron to be found
at the energy ǫ, at a given absolute temperature T and electrochemical potential µ [23]. At zero
temperature, f(ǫ < µ) = 1 and f(ǫ > µ) = 0, indicating that the electrons occupy all available
states up to the electrochemical potential while leaving higher energy states empty. Hence, at
zero temperature, µ equals the Fermi energy ǫf which describes the highest occupied energy state
in a given system. However, for higher temperatures, the transition of occupied to unoccupied
states broadens, reﬂecting the fact that by introducing thermal energy into the system electrons
of initially occupied states below ǫf gain enough energy to occupy states above ǫf. Note that µ is
not a constant but temperature dependent and the probability of ﬁnding an electron with the
energy ǫ = µ is always 0.5 (see Fig. 3.1).
The Landau formalism describes the conduction in terms of transmission probabilities. Assuming
a one-dimensional conductor which allows electrons to ﬂow from one electron reservoir through
a channel into another, one can deﬁne the energy dependent transmission probability Γ(ǫ).
Note that Γ(ǫ) strongly depends on the density of states (DOS(ǫ)), which, in turn, is material
dependent. The total charge current through the channel equals the net ﬂow of electrons from
one reservoir into the other. Thus, the transmission probability of an electron times the Fermi
8
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Figure 3.1.: The Fermi-Dirac distribution for diﬀerent temperatures.
function at the same energy integrated over all energies,
I =
2 e
h
∫
f(T, ǫ)Γ(ǫ) dǫ , (3.2)
leads to the net charge current I, regarding the spin degeneracy (factor 2) and a unit correction
by the Planck constant h [23].
In case of a pure electric transport, the equilibrium is disturbed by applying an external voltage
V across both electronic reservoirs (Fig. 3.2) while keeping both at a ﬁnite temperature T1. This
results in a change of both Fermi functions since their electrochemical potentials will be split by
the energy diﬀerence eV. But due to the same temperature T1, the thermal broadening is the
same for both. Then, Eq. (3.2) reads
I =
2 e
h
∫ [
f(T1, ǫ, µ1)− f(T1, ǫ, µ2)
]
Γ(ǫ) dǫ , (3.3)
hence, the diﬀerence of both Fermi functions determines the electron ﬂow. This situation is
depicted in Fig. 3.2. Here, f1(ǫ) (left reservoir, red), f2(ǫ) (right reservoir, green) with the
corresponding µ1, µ2, respectively, and their diﬀerence ∆f(ǫ) = f1(ǫ)− f2(ǫ) (blue) are shown.
The electrons of all occupied states from the left reservoir ﬁll the states of the channel. But
since the occupation distribution around µ1 is zero for the right reservoir, the electrons from the
channel will further ﬂow into the lower energy states of the right reservoir around µ2. Hence, a
stable voltage source will result in a stable charge ﬂow. The direction of charge ﬂow can also
be understood in terms of ∆f(ǫ). Independent of the energy, ∆f(ǫ) ≥ 0, thus, the product of
Eq. (3.3), ∆f Γ(ǫ) ≥ 0, hence, all energy states from the channel contribute to an electron ﬂow
from left to right. This results in the fact, that the application of an external voltage always
leads to a longitudinal charge current from the negative to the positive pole of the voltage source,
independent of the material, i.e., its DOS(ǫ) [24, 25].
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Figure 3.2.: Two electron reservoirs are connected by a conducting channel and are held at the
same temperature T1. Due to a voltage source the electrochemical potentials of the
Fermi distributions of both reservoirs (red, green) are shifted and split by the energy
eV, leading to a positive ∆f (blue) and, thus, a charge current from left to right.
Here, the electron ﬂow direction is independent of the DOS of the channel.
3.1.2. Thermal gradients as driving forces
A temperature diﬀerence can induce charge transport in electrical conductors as discovered
in 1821 by T. J. Seebeck [26, 27]. Followed by the discovery of the inverse eﬀect in 1834,
namely the generation of a temperature gradient by electric current (Peltier eﬀect), the ﬁeld of
thermoelectrics was born. The development of semiconductor materials sped up the invention of
applications based on thermoelectric eﬀects. Today, thermoelectric devices are used as coolers,
thermal energy sensors, power generators or waste heat recyclers [7, 8]. Especially in terms of the
need for alternative, long-lasting energy technologies thermoelectric devices play an important
role. This includes the search for high-eﬃciency thermoelectric materials which are characterized
by the ﬁgure of merit ZT , determined by the Seebeck coeﬃcient S, electrical conductivity σ and
thermal conductivity κ
ZT =
σ S2
κ
T . (3.4)
Thermoelectric transport can be described by continuing the description of electrically driven
charge currents. Here, no external voltage but a temperature diﬀerence is applied to the two
electron reservoirs. Thus, Eq. (3.2) reads
I =
2 e
h
∫ [
f(T1, ǫ, µ)− f(T2, ǫ, µ)
]
Γ(ǫ) dǫ , (3.5)
with T1 > T2 and the Fermi functions visualized in Fig. 3.3. In that case, due to the diﬀerent
10
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Figure 3.3.: In contrast to Fig. 3.2, both reservoirs are only subject to a temperature diﬀerence
∆T without an applied voltage. Now, due to diﬀerent thermal broadening of f1 and
f2, ∆f changes sign for electrons higher or lower in energy than µ. This leads to a
DOS(ǫ) dependent net electron ﬂow direction, e.g., from hot to cold for n-doped but
from cold to hot for p-doped materials.
thermal broadening of f1(ǫ) and f2(ǫ), the sign of ∆f(ǫ) changes for energies lower or higher than
µ (Fig. 3.3 (blue curve)). This diﬀerence leads to an opposite charge ﬂow direction for electrons
with energies higher or lower than µ. Similar to the ﬁrst case, the electrons with ǫ > µ from the
hot reservoir ﬂow into the free states of the channel and are dragged into the cold reservoir, since
f2(ǫ) < f1(ǫ). But in contrast, the electrons with ǫ < µ ﬂow from the cold into the hot reservoir,
since here f2(ǫ) > f1(ǫ). Therefore, one ends up with two opposite charge currents and the net
charge ﬂow depends on the DOS of the channel [24, 25].
The contrary inﬂuence of n-type or p-type DOS is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 by a scheme of the
DOS for both types. Note that the DOS increases with increasing ǫ for n-type materials but
decreases with increasing ǫ for p-type materials. Because of the integration over all energy states,
the absolute number of states ﬂowing in one or the other direction will determine the net ﬂow
direction. In an n-doped material, more states exist at ǫ > µ than for ǫ < µ, thus, leading to
a net current from hot to cold. Whereas for a p-doped material, the higher number of states
at ǫ < µ compared to ǫ > µ determine the net ﬂow direction from cold to hot. This important
diﬀerence leads to applications like power generators or Peltier elements, where n- and p-type
semiconductors are connected in series to enhance the power or heat output of the device.
In a next step, a general expression dealing with both voltage and temperature diﬀerences is
derived. Again, the net current I is dependent on the diﬀerence of the Fermi functions, but this
time with small perturbations in temperature and electrochemical potential, ∆T = T1 − T2 and
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∆µ = µ1 − µ2, respectively,
I =
2 e
h
∫ [
f(T1, µ1, ǫ)− f(T2, µ2, ǫ)
]
Γ(ǫ) dǫ . (3.6)
Using a Taylor expansion, this diﬀerence can be expressed in terms of the energy derivative of
the Fermi function
f(T1, µ1, ǫ)− f(T2, µ2, ǫ) ≈
∂f
∂µ
∆µ+
∂f
∂T
∆T
=
(
−
∂f
∂ǫ
)
∆µ+
(
−
∂f
∂ǫ
)
ǫ− µ
T
∆T , (3.7)
leading to
I =
2 e2
h
∫ [(
−
∂f
∂ǫ
)
∆V Γ(ǫ)
]
dǫ+
2 e2
h
∫ [(
−
∂f
∂ǫ
)
ǫ− µ0
e T
∆T Γ(ǫ)
]
dǫ
= G∆V + L∆T (3.8)
with G as the charge conductance and L the thermoelectric conductance [23]. Equation (3.8)
describes a charge current driven by a voltage and temperature diﬀerence, whereas the transport
coeﬃcients G and L include the transmission probability of the charge carriers being trans-
mitted from one reservoir to the other. Equivalently, the heatﬂow Q can be described by the
thermoelectric conductance L and the thermal conductance K
Q = LT ∆V −K∆T . (3.9)
Note up to this point the description of the transport coeﬃcients is based on the Landauer
formalism, which only regards one-dimensional ballistic transport between two reservoirs. To
generalize this formulation to bulk materials these expressions can be translated into the
Boltzmann formalism simply by exchanging the transmission function Γ(ǫ) with the so-called
transport distribution function Ξ(ǫ) [28]. Here, we are not interested in its exact formulation,
but it should be stressed, that this function connects the number of states per energy with the
number of states per wave-vector and also regards the dimension of the system under investigation
[23, 29, 30]. However, it only changes the interpretation of the charge, thermoelectric and thermal
conductances G, L and K into σ, α and κ, the electric, thermoelectric and thermal conductivities,
respectively. Now, Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) read
I = σ∆V + α∆T (3.10)
Q = αT∆V − κ∆T . (3.11)
Under open circuit conditions (I = 0), Eq. (3.10) can be expressed as
∆V = −
α
σ
∆T = −S∆T (3.12)
which is the ordinary Seebeck voltage, induced by a temperature diﬀerence ∆T and scaling with
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the Seebeck coeﬃcient S [31]. Note that due to the aforementioned reasons (e.g. DOS) α can be
positive or negative, whereas σ is always positive. This indicates, that the Seebeck coeﬃcient
itself can be negative or positive for diﬀerent materials depending on their electronic structure.
However, the transport coeﬃcients still include an energy integral over Ξ(ǫ) and ∂f
∂ǫk
. The
Sommerfeld expansion allows us to develop those integrals and after a ﬁrst order expansion the
transport coeﬃcients become
σ = 2
e2
h
[Ξ(ǫF) + ...] , (3.13)
α = 2
π2 k2B e
h
T
[
Ξ(ǫF)
∂ǫ
|ǫ=ǫF + ...
]
and (3.14)
κ = 2
π2 k2B
3h
T [Ξ(ǫF) + ...] . (3.15)
By comparison of the Eqs. (3.13 - 3.15), the Wiedemann-Franz law, which relates the electric to
the thermal conductivity,
κ =
π2 k2B
3 e2
T σ (3.16)
as well as a link between the thermoelectric and charge conductivity
α =
π2k2B
3 e
T
∂σ
∂ǫ
(3.17)
can be found. With the deﬁnition of the Seebeck coeﬃcient S = α
σ
and Eq. (3.17), the Mott
relation, connecting the Seebeck coeﬃcient with the energy derivative of the conductivity at the
Fermi energy,
S =
π2 k2B
3e
T
∂(ln σ)
∂ǫ
|ǫF (3.18)
is derived [23].
3.1.3. Magnetoelectric transport
The ﬁeld of magnetoelectricity describes electric transport phenomena inﬂuenced by magnetic
phenomena. The most popular representatives of this ﬁeld are magnetoresistive (MR) eﬀects
which describe the change of resistivity of a material or device depending on its magnetic
state. Here, an external magnetic ﬁeld H can inﬂuence electric properties of non-magnetic
(e.g. paramagnetic) and magnetic (e.g. ferri- or ferromagnetic) devices or materials. Among
others, the ordinary, anisotropic, giant, colossal and tunnel magnetoresistance are known [32, 33].
Depending on whether the resistivity changes continuously or discretely with the change of
magnetic ﬁeld, applications like magnetic ﬁeld sensors, storage of binary data or read heads arose
from these magnetoelectric properties [33, 34].
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Figure 3.4.: When an electric current is driven through a ferromagnetic conductor along x, the
electric resistance parallel and perpendicular to M is diﬀerent due to the AMR. The
diﬀerent electric ﬁelds parallel and perpendicular to M result in diﬀerent electric
ﬁelds along the x- and y-axis, strongly depending on the angle ϕ.
The anisotropic magnetoresistance
In this work, the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR), already discovered in 1856 by W.
Thomson [35], plays an important role and, therefore, is explained in more detail. The AMR
describes the diﬀerence of the electric resistivity measured parallel and perpendicular to the
magnetization direction of a ferromagnetic conductor. The AMR ratio is given by
∆ρ
ρavg
=
ρ|| − ρ⊥
1
3ρ|| +
2
3ρ⊥
, (3.19)
with ρ||, ρ⊥ being the longitudinal resistivities for parallel and perpendicular magnetization with
respect to the charge current, respectively, and ρavg as the average resistivity for a completely
demagnetized state [36]. The external magnetic ﬁeld couples to the spins of the electrons of the
crystal lattice whose spatial distribution is determined by the atomic orbitals. Due to spin-orbit
coupling (SOC), the rotation of spins results in a reorientation of the atomic orbitals, allowing
the external magnetic ﬁeld to rotate the atomic orbitals of the crystal lattice. In the case of
asymmetric orbitals, this reorientation results in diﬀerent scattering cross sections for mobile
charge carriers depending on their direction relative to the magnetization direction. In general,
the electric resistivity is typically reduced for a magnetization direction perpendicular to the
electric current. Thus, the measured voltage across a ferromagnet depends on the directions of
current and magnetization.
Following Thompson et al. [34], this direction dependence of the resistivity can be described by
using the general transport equation
E = ρ Jc , (3.20)
where an electric ﬁeld E is induced by a charge current density Jc scaled by the resistivity ρ.
Rotating an external saturation magnetic ﬁeld in the x-y plane by the angle ϕ (Fig. 3.4), the
magnetization will be orientated along the same angle ϕ. Applying a current density | ~J | = Jx, the
longitudinal electric ﬁeld Ex depends on the electric ﬁeld components parallel and perpendicular
to the magnetization and, thus, on ϕ. These components E|| and E⊥ can be described by Jx,
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the resistivities ρ|| and ρ⊥ and the angle ϕ as follows
E|| = ρ|| Jx cosϕ (3.21)
E⊥ = ρ⊥ Jx sinϕ . (3.22)
Both components, in turn, contribute to the longitudinal measured electric ﬁeld, Ex, by their
projections onto the x-axis
Ex,|| = E|| cosϕ = ρ|| Jx cos
2 ϕ (3.23)
Ex,⊥ = E⊥ sinϕ = ρ⊥ Jx sin
2 ϕ . (3.24)
The measured ﬁeld along the x-axis then reads
Ex = Ex,|| + Ex,⊥ (3.25)
= ρ|| Jx cos
2 ϕ+ ρ⊥ Jx sin
2 ϕ . (3.26)
Using sin2 ϕ = 1 − cos2 ϕ and cos2 ϕ = 1+cos 2ϕ2 the longitudinal electric ﬁeld describing the
longitudinal AMR results in
Ex =
(
ρ|| + ρ⊥
2
+
ρ|| − ρ⊥
2
cos 2ϕ
)
Jx . (3.27)
Beside the longitudinal, the transverse electric ﬁeld Ey can be measured as well while applying
Jx and varying the magnetization direction. For this purpose, the projections of E|| and E⊥
(Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22)) onto the y-axes have to be considered, leading to
Ey = Ey,|| + Ey,⊥ (3.28)
= (ρ|| Jx − ρ⊥ Jx) cosϕ sinϕ . (3.29)
With cosϕ sinϕ = 12 sin 2ϕ,
Ey =
ρ|| − ρ⊥
2
sin 2ϕJx (3.30)
describes the transverse electric ﬁeld, also called transverse AMR or planar Hall eﬀect (PHE),
since this voltage is measured in the same plane as M and J, but perpendicular to J.
The Hall effect
Additional to the change of resistivity, a change of the electron ﬂow direction can be the result
of magnetism. In the late 19th century E. H. Hall discovered the inﬂuence of H on a current-
carrying conductor. He found, by applying H orthogonal to the current direction, that a potential
diﬀerence perpendicular to both parameters occurs [37, 38, 39]. Later, this observation was
explained by the Lorentz force, acting on moving charge carriers exposed to a magnetic ﬁeld.
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Figure 3.5.: While applying a charge current along the x-axis the voltage drop along the y-axis
is measured for diﬀerent magnetic situations. (a) A non-magnetic conductor only
shows the linear OHE for increasing Hz while a magnetic conductor (b), ideally
shows a non-linear AHE voltage with saturation values for high H due to saturated
Mz. (c) A real experiment reveals a superposition of the OHE and AHE.
For open circuit conditions, this leads to a transverse voltage, characterized by the transverse
resistivity ρxy. Nowadays, both parameters are named after their discoverer, the Hall voltage and
Hall resistivity, respectively. Shortly after describing the Hall eﬀect in non-magnetic conductors,
E. H. Hall found the Hall resistivity to be much larger in magnetic conductors [40]. In the
following, it was found that not only the magnitude of the Hall resistivity, but also its dependence
on H of ferromagnetic conductors is qualitatively diﬀerent compared to those of non-magnetic
conductors. For non-magnetic conductors, the Hall resistivity depends linearly on H, whereas
for magnetic conductors it steeply increases for low magnetic ﬁelds but nearly saturates for high
magnetic ﬁelds. These observations led to the description of the Hall resistivity [41]
ρxy = ρOHE + ρAHE (3.31)
= ROHE µ0Hz +RAHEMz , (3.32)
indicating one contribution induced by Hz and another by the spontaneous magnetization Mz.
ρOHE is the resistivity originating in the ordinary Hall eﬀect (OHE) and ρAHE the resistivity
due to the anomalous Hall eﬀect (AHE). Additional to the magnetic permeability µ0, both
contributions can be described by the corresponding coeﬃcients, the OHE coeﬃcient ROHE and
the AHE coeﬃcient RAHE, respectively.
Figure 3.5 depicts the measurement geometries and resulting Hall voltages for diﬀerent experi-
mental situations. A non-magnetic conductor (Fig. 3.5 (a)) shows a linear Hall voltage along the
y-axis with increasing Hz while applying a charge current Jc along the x-axis. In a magnetic
conductor an additional voltage contribution proportional to the net magnetization occurs. Since
in most cases M is manipulated by applying Hext (Fig. 3.5 (b)), a non-linear shaped AHE
voltage with a saturation value proportional to M will be recorded. Due to the simultanious
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Figure 3.6.: Scheme of three diﬀerent scattering mechanisms responsible for the AHE. (a) The
Berry phase of the intrinsic crystal structure results in a motion transverse to the
electric ﬁeld, (b) the side jump mechanism deﬂects electrons spin-dependent at
the atomic orbitals of impurities and (c) spin-dependent scattering due to SOC to
impurities induces asymmetric skew scattering [43].
manipulation of the charge carriers by H and M , a superimposed voltage of the OHE and AHE
will always be measured in a real experiment (Fig. 3.5 (c)). These contributions can be separated
easily by determining the linear slope of the OHE voltage for high H and subtract it from the
superimposed signal. This enables the quantiﬁcation of the pure AHE voltage signal. Note if
RAHE ≫ ROHE, the OHE contribution can become very small.
General formulations of the induced electric ﬁelds with respect to the vectorial origin of the
involved parameters are given by
~EOHE = −µ0 ROHE ~Jc × ~H (3.33)
and
~EAHE = RAHE ~Jc × ~M . (3.34)
However, although the OHE coeﬃcient ROHE was quickly understood to depend mainly on the
density of charge carriers, the origin of the AHE coeﬃcient RAHE and, thus, the AHE, was not
fully understood for a long time [42]. It was found that RAHE, besides of other material speciﬁc
parameters, seemed to depend on the longitudinal resistivity ρxx = ρ. But only in the second
half of the 20th century, with the help of quantum mechanics and spin-orbit interactions, three
diﬀerent origins of the AHE could be identiﬁed and mathematically described.
First, the electrons gain a spin-dependent velocity component transverse to their driving external
electric ﬁeld (also called anomalous velocity, see Fig. 3.6 (a)) [44]. If the sum over the contributions
of all occupied band states is nonzero, as it is the case for ferromagnetic conductors, a net
contribution to the transverse Hall resistivity is obtained [42]. Since this contribution is only
dependent on the perfect crystal Hamiltonian, it is named the intrinsic contribution. It shows,
that a pure intrinsic scattering leads to a ρxy ∝ ρ2 dependence and motivated the modern
discussion of the Berry phase and Berry curvature [45].
Second, as a consequence of the intrinsic scattering, moving charge carriers get additionally
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scattered at the electric ﬁelds of extrinsic perturbations of the perfect crystal, namely the atomic
orbitals of impurities (Fig. 3.6 (b)). This side-jump scatter event also leads to a ρxy ∝ ρ2
dependence and, thus, can not be experimentally distinguished from the intrinsic scattering
[46].
Third, the asymmetric and spin-dependent skew scattering, which results in diﬀerent ﬁnal
momentum after scattering at lattice impurities, was discussed (3.6 (c)) [47, 48]. This theory
results in a ρxy ∝ ρ dependence and seemed to be contradictory to the aforementioned theories.
For some decades a controversial debate proceeded whether the exponent n of the power law
ρxy = λρ
n (3.35)
has to be assumed as 1 or 2 and, thus, favoring one or the other scattering process. Hence, many
experimental studies concentrated on identifying the exponent n for diﬀerent materials. For this
purpose, their resistivities were varied either by increasing the temperature of the experiment or
by changing the impurity concentration at low temperatures [49]. It turned out that n rather
seemed to be continuous than discrete, reﬂecting that in real materials the underlying processes
superimpose each other. Hence, the power law expresses the contribution of the intrinsic and
side jump scattering (n ≈ 2) in comparison to the skew scattering (n ≈ 1). For more detailed
information, the work of N. Nagaosa shall be recommended [42].
3.1.4. Magnetothermoelectric transport
In the chapter of thermoelectricity the inﬂuence of the electronic structure on the Seebeck
coeﬃcient, and the thermoelectric response was explained. It concluded that any change of the
electronic structure, e.g. by a magnetic ﬁeld or magnetization, inﬂuences the thermoelectric
response of the material. As a consequence, the ﬁeld of magnetothermoelectricity arises. The
next two sections are attributed to the magnetothermoelectric eﬀects related to this work.
The anisotropic magnetothermopower
Figure 3.7.: Thermal analogon of Fig. 3.4: A temperature gradient is the driving force of an
electric current along x. Due to the anisotropic orbitals of the atoms, the parallel
and perpendicular Seebeck coeﬃcients diﬀer from each other. Thus, the measured
thermovoltage depends on the direction of the magnetization.
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As described Sec. 3.1.2, a thermal gradient along the x-direction (∇Tx) drives a charge current
through the sample along the x-direction due to the Seebeck eﬀect. Under open circuit conditions
this results in a charge accumulation and in a measurable electric ﬁeld along x. In a magnetic
material, as described in Sec. 3.1.3, the magnetization inﬂuences the orientation of the anisotropic
atomic orbitals. Thus, the scattering cross sections of the charge current diﬀer for orientations
parallel or perpendicular to M, leading to varying Seebeck coeﬃcients S|| and S⊥. Similar to
the AMR, the electric ﬁeld along x depends on the electric ﬁeld contributions parallel and
perpendicular to M , which, in turn, depend on the angle ϕ between M and the x-axis (see
Fig. 3.7). In analogy to Eq. (3.27), the longitudinal anisotropic magnetothermopower (AMTP)
describes the electric ﬁeld measured parallel to the applied thermal gradient with an in-plane
magnetic ﬁeld along ϕ
Ex = −
(
S|| + S⊥
2
+
S|| − S⊥
2
cos 2ϕ
)
∇Tx . (3.36)
Note in case of a non-magnetic material the Seebeck coeﬃcient is isotropic (S|| = S⊥) and Eq.
(3.36) simpliﬁes to
Ex = −
(
S|| + S⊥
2
)
∇Tx = −S∇Tx , (3.37)
describing the ordinary Seebeck eﬀect. Hence, the AMTP (Eq. (3.36)) combines a magnetic ﬁeld
independent contribution (ordinary Seebeck eﬀect) with a magnetic ﬁeld dependent contribution
due to the magnetization of a sample. Applying ∇Tx, rotating a magnetic ﬁeld in the plane
of a magnetic sample and measuring the voltage along x, results in a cos(2ϕ)-oscillation of the
voltage around an oﬀset value based on the ordinary Seebeck eﬀect.
Not only the longitudinal but also the transverse electric ﬁeld induced by ∇Tx can be measured.
As the thermal counterpart of the PHE (Eq. (3.30)), the transverse AMTP or planar Nernst
eﬀect (PNE) [50] follows
Ey = −
S|| − S⊥
2
sin 2ϕ∇Tx . (3.38)
It can be seen that a voltage measurement in a magnetic material perpendicular to the applied
thermal gradient varies with sin(2ϕ), but cancels out for materials with isotropic Seebeck
coeﬃcients.
The Nernst effect
The charge carriers driven by the Seebeck eﬀect underlie the same forces and scatter mechanisms
as described for the Hall eﬀects in Sec. 3.1.3. Assuming the same experimental geometries, a
non-magnetic conductor exposed to a thermal gradient ∇Tx and a perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld
Hz induces an electric ﬁeld Ey (Fig. 3.8 (a)). This eﬀect is known as the ﬁrst Ettingshausen-
Nernst or simply the ordinary Nernst eﬀect (ONE) [51]. It scales linearly with H and can be
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Figure 3.8.: Thermal equivalent to the Hall eﬀects: While applying a thermal gradient along the
x-axis the voltage drop along the y-axis is measured for diﬀerent magnetic situations.
(a) A non-magnetic conductor only shows the linear ONE for increasing Hz while
a magnetic conductor (b), shows a non-linear ANE voltage with saturation values
for high H. (c) A real experiment shows a superposition of the ONE and ANE,
comparable to the electric charge driven equivalent.
described by the cross product
~EONE = µ0NONE∇T × ~H , (3.39)
with the material dependent Nernst coeﬃcient NONE. In a magnetic conductor, similar to the
AHE, the application of a thermal gradient gives rise to the anomalous Nernst eﬀect (ANE, Fig.
3.8 (b)), inducing an electric ﬁeld transverse to ∇T and its magnetization M
~EANE = NANE∇T × ~M . (3.40)
Since the experimental measurement of the ANE includes the manipulation of M by the
application of H, again a superposition of the ONE and ANE is measured (Fig. 3.8 (c)). Similar
to the Hall eﬀects, the diﬀerent contributions can be separated by subtracting the linear ONE
contribution from the superimposed signal.
3.2. Spin transport
The ﬁeld of conventional electronics is based on pure charge currents, i.e., only takes into account
the electronic charge of the electrons. With the development of relativistic quantum mechanics
and in accordance to experiments it was found, that electrons additionally carry an intrinsic
angular momentum. This angular momentum, called spin, is quantized and has the magnitude
±~2 . Additional, it is responsible for diﬀering electron energies in an external magnetic ﬁeld
depending on their spin orientation, i.e., spin-up (↑) or spin-down (↓) [52]. In ordinary electronics
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Figure 3.9.: (a) The equal amount of ↑ (blue) and ↓ (red) electrons ﬂow in the same direction
(j↑c = j
↓
c ), resulting in a pure charge current jc (green arrow). (b) An imbalance
of electron species (|j↑c | 6= |j
↓
c |) causes a net charge current accompanied by a
spin current (magenta arrow), also called spin-dependent or spin-polarized current.
(c) When j↑c = −j
↓
c , no charge current but a pure spin current occurs. (d) In
magnetic insulators, spin currents are transmitted via collective spin dynamics, i.e.,
magnonic excitations without the ﬂow of charge carriers. The ﬂow of spin information
can generally be distinguished between electronic spin currents (based on spin of
conduction electrons (b)+(c)) and magnonic spin currents (d).
the electron spins are randomly orientated and exhibit no inﬂuence on the functionality of the
device. The ﬁeld of spintronics integrates the spin degree of freedom into the functionality of
electronics. Furthermore, it deals with questions like spin injection, spin manipulation and spin
detection.
3.2.1. Spin currents
The integration of spin induced eﬀects into electronic devices requires a clear deﬁnition and
separation of the diﬀerent origins, i.e., if these eﬀects are based on charge or spin (or even
both) information. In the beginning of spintronics, no consistent designation was assigned by
literature, but after the increased interest in spintronics, a standardized formulation has been
established. This formulation enables a better understanding of the underlying physics and shall
be introduced now.
In the two channel model, ↑ and ↓ electrons can be treated as independent species of charge
carriers with diﬀering electric conductivities or even diﬀusion directions [53]. The resulting charge
current can be described as the sum of the charge currents driven by both species
jc = j
↑
c + j
↓
c (3.41)
and the resulting transfer of spin angular momentum driven by the diﬀusion of charge carriers as
the diﬀerence of the charge currents of both species
js = j
↑
c − j
↓
c . (3.42)
A pure charge current jc, e.g. in non-magnetic metals, consists of a charge ﬂow with an equal
amount of ↑ and ↓ electrons (Fig. 3.9 (a)). Hence, no spin information is transmitted and jc
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is the origin of purely charge induced eﬀects. If an imbalance between ↑ and ↓ electrons of a
charge current occur, e.g. in ferromagnetic metals, the charge current is spin-polarized, i.e., is
accompanied by a spin current (Fig. 3.9 (b)). Here, spin-dependent charge currents and resulting
spin-dependent eﬀects occur. For example, a spin-dependent charge current can be realized
by spin injection. Since in a ferromagnet the electrical resistivity for the majority spins ↑ is
substantially less than for minority spins ↓, a charge current becomes spin-polarized and the
ferromagnet acts as a spin polarizer. In contrast to the aforementioned situations, two kinds of
pure spin currents can occur. Firstly, the charge ﬂow direction of ↑ and ↓ electrons is opposite
but same in magnitude. Here, the moving charge carriers result in zero net ﬂow of electric charge
but in a pure spin current js (Fig. 3.9 (c)). Secondly, in magnetic insulators, localized electrons
transmit the spin information via magnons, the quantized quasi-particles of spin waves [54]. In
that case, jc = 0, but js 6= 0 (Fig. 3.9 (d)). However, both mechanisms lead to pure spin currents
and are the driving forces for spin eﬀects. Therefore, the choice of materials inﬂuences potentially
arising eﬀects or, in turn, can exclude the appearance of parasitic contributions by unintended
side-eﬀects.
3.2.2. The spin Hall effect
As one of the most important consequences of SOC and its relevance for the next section the spin
Hall effect (SHE) shall be explained in more detail. The generation of spin currents by charge
currents can be explained as a result of the incorporation of special relativity into quantum
mechanics. In a simple picture, in the rest frame of a moving electron the electric ﬁeld of a
crystal lattice can be Lorentz transformed into an eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld. This eﬀective magnetic
ﬁeld interacts with the spin of the electron and inﬂuences its moving direction [55]. Due to the
same scattering mechanisms as for the AHE (Fig. 3.6), the electrons scatter spin-dependently,
transverse to their moving direction but in opposite directions. Whereas the electric ﬁeld of
the AHE can only be measured due to the intrinsic spin-imbalance of a ferromagnetic metal
(FM), the SHE does not induce an electric ﬁeld because of the lack of majority charge carriers
[4]. Instead, a spin current is induced, accumulating ↑ electrons at one side and ↓ electrons on
the opposite side [56] (Fig. 3.10 (a)).
Since a spin accumulation does not evolve an electric voltage, spin currents can not be detected by
conventional electronic devices. The ﬁrst observations of the SHE were based on optical methods,
e.g., Kerr microscopy or p-n diodes [57, 58]. But for a convenient detection of a spin accumulation
in electronic devices the electronic detection of the SHE became standard. For this purpose a
reversed experiment to the above mentioned situation is utilized. A spin current is injected into
a material with high SOC, i.e., electrons with opposite spin ﬂow in opposite directions (no net
charge ﬂow). Due to the aforementioned reasons they get scattered perpendicular to their moving
direction. As a result of their opposite spin and their opposite moving direction, all electrons
get scattered into the same transverse direction (Fig. 3.10 (b)). Under open circuit conditions,
the resulting charge current jc generates an electric voltage which can be measured by ordinary
voltmeters [59]. The described eﬀect is the inverse Spin Hall effect (ISHE) and became the most
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Figure 3.10.: (a) When an unpolarized charge current jc (green) is applied to a material with
high SOC, the electrons get scattered transverse to jc and the spin polarization
σ (yellow). The SHE generates a spin current js (magenta), leading to a spin
accumulation under open circuit conditions. (b) Injecting js into the same material
leads to scattering of all electrons into the same perpendicular direction, due to
opposite spin orientations for opposite ﬂow directions. Thus, under open circuit
conditions, the ISHE converts a spin current into an electric voltage.
important eﬀect to detect spin currents in spintronic devices. Hence, the SHE for spin injection
and the ISHE for spin detection have a large impact in the spintronic community [60, 61].
Since materials exhibiting high SOC act as charge-to-spin current converter or vice versa, the
material dependent spin Hall angle
ΘSH =
σsxy
σcxx
e
~
(3.43)
characterizes the conversion eﬃciency determined by the charge conductivity σcxx and the spin
Hall conductivity σsxy. The search for the best spin detector material revealed positive (Au, Pd,
Pt) as well as negative ΘSH (Ta, W, Mo) and Pt (1% < ΘPtSH < 10%) evolved as a broadly used
spin detector material [43, 62]. The electric voltage induced by the ISHE is described by
~EISHE = (ΘSH ρ)~js × ~σ (3.44)
with the spin Hall angle ΘSH, resisitvity ρ, spin current ~js and spin polarization vector ~σ [59].
Thus, electrons ﬂowing in opposite directions of ~js have opposite spins which are aligned parallel
or antiparallel to ~σ. In a material with high SOC, transverse to ~js and ~σ the ISHE voltage arises.
Therefore, it can be used as an indicator for a spin current. The preferred direction of ~σ, as
mentioned before, can be a consequence of crystalline anisotropy or of the magnetization in FM
layers adjacent to a normal metal (NM).
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Figure 3.11.: Overview of diﬀerent origins of thermally induced spin currents.
3.2.3. Spin caloritronics
The ﬁeld of spin caloritronics combines the research ﬁelds of thermoelectricity and spintronics
and investigates the interplay of heat driven spin- and charge currents [61, 63]. Although already
theoretically discussed during the beginning of spintronics in the late 1980’s [64], experiments
stayed rare until the ﬁrst decade of the new millennium [65]. The announced observation of the
transverse spin Seebeck eﬀect (TSSE) [66], i.e., the generation of a spin current by a transverse
temperature gradient, initiated new interest for spin caloritronics. Although the existence of
the TSSE was falsiﬁed and attributed to parasitic side-eﬀects [67, 68, 69, 70], the controversial
discussion led to a deeper insight of spin caloritronics and revealed its full potential for practical
applications.
Thermal generation of spin currents
As described earlier, spin transport can either be based on the spins of conduction electrons or
on collective perturbations of the magnetization, i.e., magnons. Thus, both spin current species
need diﬀerent explanations of their thermal generation. Figure 3.11 depicts an overview of the
diﬀerent models which are described in the following.
Electronic spin currents can be explained by the two spin-channel model of Mott [71]. Here, the
electron transport is split into two independent spin transport channels. Spin ﬂip mechanisms
are excluded so that each electron stays in its speciﬁc channel. As the DOS determines the
scattering rates of electrons as well as the Seebeck coeﬃcient (as described in Sec. 3.1.2),
both channels contribute diﬀerently to the electric and thermal transport. This results in spin-
dependent transport coeﬃcients so that the conventional charge conductivity consists of the two
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spin-channel conductivities [9]
σ = σ↑ + σ↓ (3.45)
as well as the Seebeck coeﬃcient consists of the two spin-channel Seebeck coeﬃcients
S =
σ↑S↑ + σ↓S↓
σ↑ + σ↓
. (3.46)
Applying a voltage to a ferromagnetic metal leads to a spin-dependent current due to the
spin-polarization P of the conductivity for σ↑ 6= σ↓ [72]
P =
σ↑ − σ↓
σ
, (3.47)
and the application of a thermal gradient generates a spin-polarized current due to spin-dependent
Seebeck coeﬃcients. However, this simple picture can only explain spin-dependent transport
phenomena but not magnonic spin transport phenomena.
For this reason, additional interactions besides of electron-heat interactions have to be taken into
account. In the case of electronic spin currents, the conduction electrons as carriers of charge,
spin and heat are considered. Now, magnons (the bosonic quasi-particles of spin waves) become
important. As perturbations of the magnetization originating from the magnetic moments of
localized d-electrons, magnons carry spin as well as heat. Although phonons only transport heat
but no spin, they can indirectly inﬂuence the transport of spin due to scattering or dragging
conduction electrons or magnons [11]. Accordingly, two mechanisms can explain the thermal
generation of magnons. First, their thermal conductivity and second, magnon-phonon drag (see
Fig. 3.11).
The ﬁrst model deals with the heat conductivity of a magnetic insulator which consists of two
contributions, i.e., of the magnon and phonon heat conductivity κM and κP, respectively. The
applied heat is therefore absorbed not only by magnons but also by phonons. However, a thermal
gradient induces a heat ﬂux of magnons due to κM,
jQ,M = κM∇T , (3.48)
which directly corresponds to a thermally induced spin ﬂux
js =
~
kBT
jQ,M , (3.49)
with Planck constant ~, Boltzmann constant kB and temperature T . This expression is equivalent
to a magnetization gradient, because each magnon also carries spin [11]. This rather simplistic
picture was later expanded by the magnon-phonon coupling. In contrast to phonons, magnons do
not directly couple to the heat reservoirs. Therefore, the system has to be regarded as consisting
of magnons at the magnon temperature TM and of phonons at the phonon temperature TP 6= TM.
Only magnon-phonon coupling brings the magnons into thermal equilibrium with the phonons
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(and simultaneously to the heat reservoirs) within a ﬁnite relaxation time τMP. Theoretical
predictions show, that for large τMP (weak magnon-phonon coupling) it is impossible to deposit
any heat into the magnonic system (κM = 0), whereas for small τMP (large magnon-phonon
coupling) TM → TP (κM > 0). Thus, the interactions between phonons and magnons play a
signiﬁcant role for thermally induced magnons.
The second model is based on phonon-magnon drag. This interaction becomes important if
more phonon-magnon than phonon-phonon collisions occur, i.e., the interaction time τPP is
larger than τMP. Again, it is assumed that the applied heat only couples to the phonon system.
In the picture of the ideal gas theory, both quasi particles are treated as classical particles
which have momentum and diﬀuse along pressure gradients. Applying a thermal gradient to the
magnon-phonon system corresponds to a pressure gradient in the phonon system, since heat only
couples to the phonons. But due to magnon-phonon coupling, the phonon pressure gradient acts
as a driving force for a magnon ﬂux, transferring momentum from the phonons to the magnons
[11].
Another interpretation uses the diﬀerent magnon and phonon temperatures calculated by Sanders
and Walton [73] and regards the microscopic origin of spin-waves. Here, the diﬀerence of both
temperatures (∆TM) act as the driving force of magnon-phonon drag. In thermal equilibrium,
TM equals TP and no force is present. Only with an applied thermal gradient, ∆TM arises. At
the hot side, the phonons heat up the magnons whereas at the cold side they cool the magnons.
Since magnons are equivalent to the precession of magnetization, this results in a thermally
induced magnetization gradient. However, the magnitude of phonon-magnon drag depends on
the density of dragging phonons, as well as on the ratio of phonon-magnon to phonon-phonon
or phonon-impurity scattering cross sections [74]. In summary, magnon-phonon drag has to be
regarded as an additional contribution to spin currents, besides to the previously described heat
conductivity mechanism.
The longitudinal spin Seebeck effect
As the most popular representative of spin caloritronics, the longitudinal spin Seebeck eﬀect
(LSSE) has a major impact on spin caloritronic research. The LSSE generates a spin current js
parallel or antiparallel to a thermal gradient. Applied out-of-plane (oop) to a FM/NM bilayer
js is transferred via spin injection into the adjacent paramagnet with high SOC. Due to the
magnetization of the FMI (which lies ip the FM), js is polarized along M (~σ|| ~M) resulting in
a measurable electric voltage because of the conversion by the ISHE (Eq. (3.44), Fig. 3.12).
The LSSE was ﬁrstly observed in a ferrimagnetic insulator/normal metal bilayer (FMI/NM,
YIG/Pt) [10] and was attributed to a magnonic spin current from either phonon-drag or magnon
conductivity. The spin transfer from magnons in the FMI to the conduction electrons in the
NM involves s-d scattering, describing the spin transfer from localized d-electrons (FMI) to
conduction s-electrons (NM). Therefore, the magnitude of the LSSE strongly depends on the
interface quality and the spin mixing conductance g↑↓.
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Figure 3.12.: When a thermal gradient is applied oop to a FMI/NM bilayer, an antiparallel
spin current js to ∇T is generated. js is transmitted into the adjacent NM with
high SOC and via the ISHE converted into a transverse electric ﬁeld. The thermal
generation of a spin current is called the LSSE.
The use of LSSE based devices for thermoelectric power generation is one of the most promising
approaches for highly eﬃcient green technologies. Increasing the ﬁgure of merit (Eq. (3.4))
in ordinary thermoelectric devices is limited, since σ and κ are coupled in isotropic materials
via the Wiedemann-Franz law. In contrast, the thermoelectric conversion based on the LSSE
involves a heterostructure allowing to tune the output signal at three independent levels. First,
the heat-to-spin current conversion in the FM, second, the spin-angular transmission across
the interface characterized by g↑↓ and third, the spin-to-charge current conversion in the NM
characterized by ΘSH [12]. Due to these three factors, the heat and charge currents ﬂow in
diﬀerent parts of the device. Hence, the ﬁgure of merit is determined by κ of the FM and σ of
the NM. As a consequence, the Wiedemann-Franz law does not apply to this heterostructure
system, allowing the enhancement of the total eﬃciency by a low heat conducting FM and a
high charge conducting NM.
Additionally to the mentioned material ﬂexibility, two other advantages arise from the utilization
of the LSSE compared to ordinary thermoelectric devices. First, the ISHE voltage can easily be
scaled by increasing the device area. A larger area of the FM induces a larger spin current into
the NM which in turn is converted into a larger electric ﬁeld. Since the output VLSSE depends
on the distance over which EISHE is measured (VLSSE = EISHE l) larger contact distances also
increase the output voltage [75]. And second, the eﬀect geometry of the LSSE is advantageous
in comparison to the conventional Seebeck eﬀect. Because the conventional Seebeck voltage is
generated parallel to a thermal gradient, an increase of the output voltage is achieved by a serial
connection of single devices (Fig. 3.13 (a), (b)), leading to complex and costly mass production
processes. LSSE devices, in contrast, generate the thermovoltage perpendicular to the thermal
gradient, enabling a convenient enhancement of the output power only by increasing the area of
the device (Fig. 3.13 (c), (d)), simplifying any future mass productions.
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Figure 3.13.: Conventional thermoelectric device (a) compared to its spin counterpart (c). The
diﬀerent physical processes of the LSSE enables a simpliﬁed signal enhancement for
large scale thermoelectric power generation (d) compared to ordinary TE devices
(b). Figure taken from Ref. [12].
Enhancement of the LSSE efficiency
A lot of eﬀort has been made in spin caloritronics to adress each point of the aforementioned
three-level enhancement of the LSSE. A broad range of magnetic insulators has been investigated
in terms of the heat-to-spin current conversion [12]. An improvement of g↑↓ has been achieved
by high crystal and interface quality [76, 77], post-annealing [78] or the use of an ultra-thin
ferromagnetic interlayer between the FM and NM to enhance the magnetic moment density at
the interface [79]. And ﬁnally, ΘSH was examined not only for metals [80, 81], but also for alloys
[82, 83], semiconductors [84, 85, 86] and organic materials [87, 88].
At this point, the optimization of the ﬁrst parameter in the three-level improvement process
shall be deepened, namely the heat-to-spin current conversion. The possible enhancement of the
current conversion can again be divided into three approaches. As a ﬁnal goal, all of these three
approaches can be combined to reach an enhanced conversion eﬃciency. Firstly, the choice of
material in which the conversion process takes place inﬂuences the conversion eﬃciency. Secondly,
the design of the device for the spin current generation could oﬀer a potential enhancement.
And thirdly, a combination of diﬀerent eﬀects could enhance the ﬁnal voltage output. Here,
each approach is brieﬂy addressed, directly leading to the motivation of the second part of this
work.
1. Although the ﬁrst experiments of the LSSE were conducted with FMI, the search for more
appropriate materials quickly included ferromagnetic semiconductors and metals. Due to
free charge carriers [69] and the same geometry of the LSSE and ANE, measurements of these
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Figure 3.14.: (a) VLSSE can be improved by using multilayer of FM/NM bilayers [92]. (b) The
increase of VLSSE can be attributed to an enhanced js. Due to continuous boundary
conditions at the FM/NM interfaces, js will steadily increase with the number of
repetitions, resulting in larger VLSSE [12].
systems could now contain contributions from both magnetothermal eﬀects. Therefore, ANE
contributions have to be identiﬁed and excluded, before quantifying the LSSE magnitude
in such a given system. This can be done by evaluating the ANE contribution of the
ferromagnetic metal (FMM) without the spin detector material [89] or by utilizing the
temperature dependence of the ANE coeﬃcient [90].
2. For some years, heterostructures were established in LSSE measurements and one con-
centrated on the manipulation of both materials. In addition to this approach the use of
alternately-stacked FM/NM bilayers can signiﬁcantly enhance the LSSE [91]. It has been
shown, that a repetition of 6 bilayers can enhance the LSSE up to a factor of 6 [92, 93] (Fig.
3.14 (a)). Instead of describing the multilayers as parallel contacted bilayers separated by
the non-conductive FM, it seems more convenient to assume a serial connection between
all bilayers. Because of continuous boundary conditions, js can not vanish in the NM
between two adjacent FM, thus, js accumulates and monotonically increases with increasing
repetition of the bilayer (Fig. 3.14 (b)). Hence, a larger js results in larger VLSSE.
3. When the non-magnetic spin detector is exchanged by a ferromagnetic spin detector, the
FM spin detector induces an additional ANE voltage to the LSSE voltage of the FMI (Fig.
3.15 (a) [12]). Similarly, the use of FMM instead of FMI generate a LSSE and an ANE
voltage. This improvement has already been shown in combination with multilayers, which
combines the improvement of multilayer and hybrid structures (Fig. 3.15 (b) [19]). For a
constructive superposition of the ANE and the LSSE, the sign of ΘSH has to match the
direction of the ANE, otherwise a destructive superposition would occur.
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Figure 3.15.: A constructive superposition of the LSSE and ANE is achieved, when (a) a FMM
spin detector [12] or (b) a FMM spin injector in multilayers is used [19].
The latter point suggests the use of FMM spin injector materials in multilayer systems to increase
the total output voltage (Fig. 3.16 (a)). However, due to the ﬁrst point, one needs to examine
the pure LSSE contribution of the multilayer system to enhance this contribution. Hence, the
ANE contribution has to be excluded at the ﬁrst stage of analyzing the multilayer’s potential for
applications. In another conﬁguration, the contribution of the LSSE can be excluded resulting in
a pure ANE measurement. When the multilayer has an oop magnetization, the application of an
ip thermal gradient only induces the ANE, since the induced spin current is not transmitted into
the spin detector material but ﬂows ip the FMM (Fig. 3.16 (b)). Although the spin polarization ~σ
is still perpendicular to js, no ISHE can convert the spin current into a charge current because it
is not injected into the NM. Reference [94] has shown that for (Co/Pd)9 multilayers dependent on
the Co thickness and base temperature the AHE vanishes due to a sign change of the anomalous
Hall coeﬃcient. The Mott relation, in turn, couples the electric transport coeﬃcient to the
thermoelectric coeﬃcient. Thus, a sign change of the AHE coeﬃcient points to a sign change
of the ANE coeﬃcient, indicating that a speciﬁc working point can be found where the ANE
vanishes. Measuring in the LSSE conﬁguration at this working point results in a pure LSSE
signal. Therefore, in this work a study is conducted which compares the AHE and ANE of Co/Pd
multilayers and tries to validate the Mott relation for these multilayers in a high temperature
regime.
3.3. Generalized transport equation
For a better understanding of the used mathematical tools, this chapter summarizes all described
transport phenomena and combines their transport coeﬃcients into one general valid mathematical
description. This overview simpliﬁes the connection between driving forces, transport coeﬃcients
and resulting ﬁelds and additionally illustrates the broad ﬁeld of yet undiscovered spin caloritronic
eﬀects.
In the linear response regime, any ﬂuxes are proportional to the gradient of their corresponding
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Figure 3.16.: (a) Measuring the transverse thermovoltage in FMM/NM multilayers in the LSSE
geometry leads to a superposition of a LSSE and ANE voltage. (b) When the
direction of M and ∇T are exchanged, no thermally induced spin current is
transferred into the NM layer. Thus, no ISHE occurs and the pure ANE contribution
can be investigated for future exclusions within LSSE experiments.
driving forces. For example, a heat ﬂux jq is proportional to a thermal gradient or the diﬀusion
of particles jd is proportional to a concentration gradient. In three dimensions, the ﬂuxes ~jk are
connected via the anisotropic direct transport matrix L˜k to their corresponding driving forces
~Xk
~jk = L˜k ~Xk . (3.50)
As described in the last chapters, not only direct transport can occur, e.g., charge currents can
not only be generated by an electric ﬁeld. Also the superposition of diﬀering driving forces can
lead to the same current, e.g. the thermal generation of charge currents. Thus, each ~jk can be
described as generated by diﬀerent superpositioned driving forces ~Xi, each connected via its
speciﬁc three dimensional transport coeﬃcient L˜ki to the current
~jk =
n∑
i=1
L˜ki ~Xi . (3.51)
For all existing forces a corresponding current is generated ( k=[1...n] ). In this work, three
kinds of currents and driving forces are treated. The charge, spin and heat currents (indicated
by the indice c, s, q, respectively) generated by a gradient of the electrochemical potential,
spin accumulation and temperature gradient can be described through the transport tensor L̂
including all transport matrices L˜ki
~jc
~js
~jq
 =

L˜cc L˜cs L˜cq
L˜sc L˜ss L˜sq
L˜qc L˜qs L˜qq


∇µc/e
∇µs/2e
−∇T/T
 . (3.52)
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Since all tensor elements L˜ki are three dimensional matrices, all transport phenomena explained
above are described within L̂. The diagonal components of L˜ki describe longitudinal and the
oﬀ-diagonal components of L˜ki transverse transport phenomena. The direct transport coeﬃcient
L˜cc connects an electric ﬁeld with a charge current and, thus, is the conductivity tensor. Here,
the longitudinal transport coeﬃcients imply Ohm’s law and the AMR, whereas the transverse
transport coeﬃcients describe the AHE and PHE. The indirect transport coeﬃcient L˜cq combines
the thermal gradient with a charge current and, thus, includes the longitudinal AMTP and the
transverse phenomena such as ANE and PNE. L˜sq describes a spin current induced by a thermal
gradient, including the spin Seebeck eﬀect and the recently discovered spin Nernst eﬀect [95].
Consequently, the thermal and magnon Hall eﬀects are described by the direct transport tensors
L˜qq and L˜ss and the (inverse) SHE or (spin) Peltier eﬀect [96] (among others) are attributed to
the corresponding indirect transport coeﬃcients of L̂.
Due to Onsager’s reciprocity Lki = Lik [97], the transport tensor is symmetric and Eq. (3.52)
can be rewritten [9] to
~jc
~js
~jq
 = σ(ǫF)

1 P ST
P 1 P ′ST
ST P ′ST κT/σ


∇µc/e
∇µs/2e
−∇T/T
 , (3.53)
with the Seebeck coeﬃcient S, absolute temperature T , thermal conductivity κ, electric conduc-
tivity σ and spin polarization P . Here, S and P are deﬁned as in Eq. (3.46) and Eq. (3.47),
respectively, and P ′ = ∂(Pσ)
∂ǫ
|ǫF is the energy derivative of the spin polarization.
Cross linking of transport coefficients
In Sec. 3.1.2 it is shown, that the transport coeﬃcients σ, κ and S are interconnected via the
Wiedemann-Franz law and Mott relation. Recently, the Mott relation was tested and veriﬁed
for diﬀerent systems such as Ga1−xMnxAs semiconductors [21], Fe3O4 single crystals [22] or
[Pt/Co]n multilayers [98]. In those works, AHE and ANE measurements are conducted at the
same spots of the sample to ensure that both signals originate from the same sample properties
such as crystal orientation, magnitude of magnetization or intrinsic impurities. Since in those
experiments only the transverse transport coeﬃcients are measured, based on Eq. (3.17), one
obtains
αxy =
(
π2 k2B
3 e
)
T
d
dǫ
[σxy(ǫ)]µ . (3.54)
A detailed derivation of the following expressions is given in the attachment, based on Ref. [22].
Basically, αxy can be expressed in terms of three measurement parameters ρxx, T and Sxx
αxy = ρ
(n−2)
xx
(
π2 k2B
3e
T λ′ − λ(n− 2)Sxx
)
. (3.55)
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Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant and e the electron charge. Thus, the electric measurement
requires not only to measure ρxy but also ρxx since these resistivity tensor elements are correlated
via the power law (Eq. (3.35)) and lead to the parameters λ and n. Note that λ′ is the energy
derivative of λ and is kept as a free ﬁt parameter. During the thermal measurement, besides
of the ANE coeﬃcient, also the temperature dependent Sxx has to be measured. Following the
work by Ramos et al. [22], Sxy is assumed to consist of two contributions. First, the oﬀ-diagonal
thermoelectric tensor element induces an electric ﬁeld along y. Second, a charge current driven
by the ordinary Seebeck eﬀect parallel to ∇xT gets deﬂected by the Hall angle ΘH =
σxy
σxx
into
the y direction. With Eq. (3.55) the anomalous Nernst coeﬃcient becomes
Ey
∇xT
= Sxy = ρxx αxy − S
σxy
σxx
= ρ(n−1)xx
[
π2 k2B
3e
T λ′ − λ (n− 1)Sxx
]
. (3.56)
By measuring Sxx, Sxy, ρxx and ρxy one can verify the validity of the Mott relation by ﬁtting
Sxy with Eq. (3.56). This allows to relate the thermal response of a given system to the electric
response and, furthermore, an insight into the underlying scatter mechanisms.
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4. Experimental Methods
4.1. Rotating in-plane thermal gradient setup
During this work, a new experimental setup has been designed and tested. It allows the application
of a rotatable thermal gradient and magnetic ﬁeld in diﬀerent in-plane directions of a sample.
This ﬂexibility allows the investigation of magnetothermoelectric eﬀects with respect to the
crystal structure of a sample and is a new versatile tool for future research.
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of the setup which consists of three mandatory (thermal,
magnetic, electric) and one additional (infrared) component if needed. Besides the physical
periphery (symbolized by the rectangles), a software tool (symbolized by the ellipses) has been
developed which controls the three mandatory categories and leads to one output ﬁle with the
experimental parameters. The rotation of the thermal gradient has been veriﬁed before the
actual measurements. For this purpose, an infrared camera was added to investigate the thermal
distributions of diﬀerent surfaces. Because the analysis of the infrared data is based on direct
pictures of the sample’s surface any optical obstacles as wires or Hallbar structures will inﬂuence
and falsify the result. Hence, the infrared component can only be applied if no simultaneous
electrical measurements are conducted and is only used for basic optical investigations of pure
substrates.
In this chapter, each component is described in detail to give an overview of its operating function,
limits, resolution, assumptions and potential for further improvements.
4.1.1. Thermal component
The thermal component of the setup is based on the work by M. Bovender who realized the ﬁrst
design during his Bachelor thesis [99]. Further improvements of his ﬁrst design included changes
of the Peltier element arrangement and the electric detection of the temperatures in order to
improve the resolution and the spatial integration of the magnetic component. In the following,
only the ﬁnal version of the setup is described.
To achieve a rotatable thermal gradient (∇T ) in the plane of a sample one uses the vectorial
superposition of ∆Tx and∆Ty. For this purpose a sample stage was designed which clamps a
quadratic sample at four sides, see Fig. 4.2 (a). The temperatures of these four copper sample
holders are individually controlled and allow the application of ∆Tx and∆Ty. The developed
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Figure 4.1.: A block diagram of the setup consisting of three obligatory components (thermal,
magnetic, electric) and one optional component (infrared detection of the surface
heat distribution). The ellipses represent software tools whereas the rectangles
symbolize peripheral devices. Each component is described in detail in the chapters
4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.
Figure 4.2.: The coordinate system deﬁnes the angles ϕT and ϕ of the thermal gradient and
external magnetic ﬁeld, respectively. (a) The sample is mounted between four
sample holders which allow the separate application of an x-component (∇xT ) and a
y-component (∇yT ) of ∇T . (b) For a pure in-plane ∇T the heat is transferred from
an upper and a lower sample holder part into the insulating substrate. The sample
edges of the studied ﬁlm have been electrically isolated from the sample holder to
exclude any parasitic Seebeck voltage contributions from the sample holders in the
measurements.
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Figure 4.3.: All heaters consist of a Peltier element which is sandwiched between the water cooled
heat sink and the heat bath. The heat bath transfers the heat via the sample holder
to the sample.
control software heater.py needs the input parameters of the net temperature diﬀerence ∆T , the
angle of the temperature diﬀerence, ϕT (as deﬁned in Fig. 4.2), and the base temperature Tbase
of the experiment. These parameters are used to calculate
∆Tx = cosϕT∆T (4.1)
∆Ty = sinϕT∆T , (4.2)
which allow the calculation of the temperature for each sample holder TA, TB, TC and TD
TA,C = Tbase ±
∆Tx
2
(4.3)
TB,D = Tbase ∓
∆Ty
2
. (4.4)
These settings are transmitted to the PID controllers (Newport Electronics, i3252-C24) which
remotely control the heating power output of four power supplies (Manson HCS3202) (see Fig.
4.1 blue rectangular). Note that the maximum current is limited to 4A to avoid inﬂicting critical
damage on the Peltier elements.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.2 (b), the heat is not only transferred from the bottom to the
sample substrate but also from an upper part of the copper sample holder. This sample holder
arrangement allows the application of a pure in-plane ∇T without any parasitic out-of plane ∇T
components as shown in diﬀerent works [68, 69]. At the lower part of the sample holder, 2mm
next to the sample, Pt1000 thermometers are ﬁxed with temperature stable two-component glue
to electrically measure the temperature of each sample holder and give a feedback to the PID
controller.
More technical details can be found in Fig. 4.3. Peltier elements with (30.0 x 15.0 x 3.8)mm3
are chosen as heating devices which can also be used as coolers by changing the current direction.
Therefore, a higher and more stable temperature regime is accessible in comparison to resistive
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Figure 4.4.: Measuring the temperatures of all sample holders and the corresponding background
voltage along the y-axis as depicted in Fig. 4.2 with applied ∆T=20K, Tbase = 35◦ C
and ϕT. The diﬀerent background colors indicate the diﬀerent thermal phases:
thermal equilibrium at room temperature (0-10min), heat up (10-25min), nearly
reaching thermal stability (25-100min) and cool down (100-130min).
heaters. Using thermal conductive paste, the Peltier elements are sandwiched between two copper
blocks. Due to the working principal of a Peltier element, it will be heated on one side and
cooled down on the other side. The main purpose is to heat the upper block which transfers
the heat via the sample holder to the sample and simultaneously cools the lower block. It is
important to provide a stable heat sink because, otherwise, heat convection could lead to a heat
transfer from the heat bath to the heat sink. This heat transfer could warm up the heat sink
and aﬀect the heating eﬃciency of the Peltier element. For this purpose, the lower block has a
U-shaped drilling with connections to a water cooling system, which stabilizes the lower block at
about 8◦C and allows the dissipation of convectional heat. The complete heating stage is ﬂexibly
attached to a ground plate that enables its positional adjustment for diﬀerent sample sizes.
After implementing the electric component as described later in chapter 4.1.3, a ﬁrst measurement
is conducted to characterize the thermal stability of the system. Hence, a permalloy sample is
contacted along the y-axis, (see Fig. 4.2 (a)) and the (thermal) oﬀset voltage is measured after
an initial autotune of the PID controllers and applying ∆T = 20K, Tbase = 35◦C and ϕT = 0◦
for over 2 hours.
Figure 4.4 shows the temperature distribution of each sample holder and the corresponding
voltage vs. time. During the ﬁrst 10min. (white background) all heaters are in thermal
equilibrium at room temperature. The small temperature variation of 0.1K lies within the
temperature sensitivity of the PID controllers and the resulting voltage during this period stays
constant at (0.3 ± 0.1)µV. At least this measurement accuracy is necessary to resolve spin
caloric eﬀects in the nanovolt regime. Now, the thermal gradient is applied and 15min. (light
yellow background) after turning on the heating process each heater reaches its ﬁnal temperature.
During the thermal non-equilibrium the voltage varies in a range of 8µV which shows the need
of conducting the experiments at thermal equilibrium. However, during the following 75min.
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Figure 4.5.: (a) Technical design of the magnetic component. Four electromagnets with iron
cores, connected via a magnetic yoke, are integrated into the setup. The opposing
magnets deﬁne two magnetic axes which, due to vectorial superposition, result in
a rotatable magnetic ﬁeld in the plane of the sample. Two Hall sensors allow the
detection of the magnetic ﬁeld. (b) Photograph of the realized magnetic component
added to the thermal component.
(mid yellowish background) regular temperature oscillations of ∆T = 0.2 to 0.4K for all sample
holders can be observed. These oscillations have a strong impact on the measured voltage, as
can be seen in Fig. 4.4. With an applied ∆T the voltage drops to an average value of about
−2.5µV but with large variations over 2µV. These variations can be explained by the oscillating
∆T . Even small variations in ∆T can cause voltage changes of a few µV, since typical Seebeck
coeﬃcients are in the range of µV/K (e.g. SPy = −4.5
µV
K
, SAu = 1.8
µV
K
[100, 101]). Hence, for
detecting eﬀects in the nanovolt regime even temperature variations of 0.2K have to be excluded.
100min. after starting the measurement (dark yellow background) the heaters are turned oﬀ, all
temperatures decrease to room temperature and the voltage saturates at the initial 0.3µV with
low background noise.
A systematic variation of the PID parameters showed that the use of four independent PID
controllers cannot stabilize the temperature within 0.3K variation (see attachment). As a
consequence, the PID controllers are only used for a rough adjustment of the power supplies until
the temperatures oscillate within 0.3K around their ﬁnal temperature. Then, the PID control
circuit is deactivated and the power supplies are tuned to the before applied powers. Although
the automatic temperature regulation is turned oﬀ, the water cooling system and the Al shielding
box (as described below) keep the temperature distribution stable for a suﬃciently long duration.
This proceeding enables the needed low-level background noise to resolve thermoelectric voltages
in the nanovolt regime (see chapter 5.1). A future improvement might be a remotely controlled
switching between a variable and a constant PID output voltage. Thus, after reaching minimal
thermal deviation, the PID output voltage and, in turn, the power output of the power supplies
is ﬁxed. Another approach could be the use of a multi-channel PID controller which regards the
thermal coupling of all heater channels.
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Figure 4.6.: (a) The in-house built power supply provides each magnet pair with up to ±5 A
using an input control voltage of ±10 V. (b) The graph shows the current output vs.
the remote voltage of the digital/analog converter. (c) Close-up of (b), indicating
the high resolution of the power supply. The lowest increase of the remote voltage
by 5 mV results in an output increase of 2.5 mA.
4.1.2. Magnetic component
Similar to the rotation of ∇T , a vectorial superposition of two magnetic axes is used to gain a
rotated net magnetic ﬁeld at the center of the sample. Four electromagnets with iron cores of
14 mm diameter and windings made of Cu wire with a diameter of 1.25 mm connected by an iron
yoke are integrated into the setup (see Fig. 4.5). The opposing electromagnets are electrically
connected in series in a way that one pole cap is the north- and the other pole cap the south pole.
This deﬁnes two separate magnetic axes which can be controlled individually. Additionally, a Hall
sensor (AS-NTP Flex, Projekt Elektronik, temperature stable up to 100◦C) is pressure-relieﬂy
attached to one pole cap of each magnetic axis, allowing the direct measurement of the magnetic
ﬁeld of both magnetic axes. Due to the measured magnetic ﬁeld range, the voltage output of each
Hall sensor is ampliﬁed (40x), measured by Keithley2000 multimeters and sent to the computer
for recording. Hence, after further calibrations (for further information see attachment), one can
conclude the net magnetic ﬁeld at the sample position by measuring the magnetic ﬁeld at the
pole caps.
In order to apply a well controlled magnetic ﬁeld, an in-house built, remote controlled, 2-channel
bipolar power supply is used (see Fig. 4.6 (a)). A digital/analog converter with 12 Bit resolution
produces an output voltage of ±10 V and can, therefore, increase the remote voltage for the
power supply in steps of 5 mV. The power supply has a maximum current output of 5 A and
shows a high resolution response to the applied remote control. Figure 4.6 (c) shows that each
increase of the remote voltage by 5 mV results in an increase of the current output by 2.5 mA
which makes this power supply the best available model tested for this purpose at the moment.
The iron cores are ﬂexibly mounted in the center of the magnetic coils to take diﬀerent sample
sizes into account. Thus, their positions at the time of the measurement has to be known because
larger distances between the pole caps result in diﬀerent magnetic ﬁeld strengths (B) at the
samples position. Hence, the parameter dcore which for practical reasons is measured at the
outer side of the coils, is deﬁned (see. Fig. 4.7 (a)) and has to be the same for all iron cores.
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Figure 4.7.: (a) Deﬁnition of the parameter dcore which has to be the same for all iron cores.
(b) Induced magnetic ﬁeld of both magnetic pairs at the sample’s center vs. the
applied remote voltage. These calibration data, taken for dcore = 8 mm, are the
fundamental base of the software tool which controls the magnetic ﬁeld. (c) The
hysteretical behavior due to the remanence of the iron cores can clearly be seen in
the low voltage regime. A resolution of ∆B = 1.3 Oe for low remote voltages and
∆B = 0.2 Oe for high control voltages can be achieved.
Now, a third Hall sensor was positioned at the exact sample position and was subsequently
orientated parallel to the direction of both magnetic axes. While sweeping the maximum range
of the remote voltage for the power supply, the resulting magnetic ﬁeld at the position of the
sample reached ≈ 1000Oe (for dcore = 8mm), see Fig. 4.7 (b). It can be seen that in the range
of ≈ ±1.3V a steep linear increase of B was achieved since in this regime the magnetization of
the iron cores continuously increased. Above this regime the magnetization of the iron cores
start to saturate and a further increase of B is only driven by the enhancement of the current
through the coils. Also, a small hysteretic behavior due to the remanence of the iron cores can
be resolved, highlighted in Fig. 4.7 (c). Here, one recognizes that the incremental increase of
the remote voltage by 5 mV results in a resolution of ∆B ≈ 1.3 Oe in the low voltage regime
(±1.3 V) down to ≈ 0.2 Oe in the high voltage regime (>9 V, not shown).
The developed control software for the magnetic component takes the hysteretical response into
account and is based on the calibration measurements for a speciﬁed dcore. Note that the actual
status of the setup is optimized for dcore = 8mm and that additional calibration measurements
are necessary for diﬀerent dcore. As soon as a magnetic ﬁeld has to be applied, the software tool
starts with the input parameters of the net magnitude for the magnetic ﬁeld |B| and its in-plane
angle ϕ, as deﬁned in Fig. 4.2. Depending on ϕ the software chooses the right ﬁeld direction for
each magnetic axes and splits |B| into the components |B|MP1 and |B|MP2 which have to be
provided by the magnetic axes. Now, the software looks for the corresponding remote voltage in
the calibration data (Fig. 4.7 (b)) and sends the command to the digital/analog converter.
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Figure 4.8.: Superimposing both magnetic axes result in the cos shaped projection of the rotated
magnetic ﬁeld on the x-axis (a) and the sin shaped projection on the y axis (b).
Larger input ﬁelds than 600 Oe lead to more linear shaped distributions that have
a large inﬂuence on the magnitude of the net ﬁeld as can be seen in (c): Only for
ﬁelds ≤600 Oe the magnitude stays constant within a maximum standard deviation
of 13 Oe.
Superimposing both magnetic axes leads to the rotation of the net magnetic ﬁeld. Rotating
the magnetic ﬁeld by the angle ϕ as deﬁned in Fig. 4.2 results in the oscillating x- and y-
components
Bx = |B| cosϕ (4.5)
By = |B| sinϕ . (4.6)
Rotating magnetic ﬁelds of increasing magnitudes (25 Oe to 800 Oe input values) lead to the
expected cosine (Bx) and sine (By) oscillations, as can be seen in Fig. 4.8 (a) and (b). Each
curve is ﬁtted by a cosine (sine) function to determine the magnitude and cosine- (sine-) like
origin of the curve. Two facts can be concluded from these ﬁts. Firstly, independent of the user
input, the measured ﬁeld amplitudes at the sample position exceed the input magnitude on
average by 35%. This has to be taken into account as soon as the absolute maximum ﬁelds are
critical. Secondly, for magnitudes ≥ 700Oe the curves develop a linear shape which increasingly
deviate from the trigonometric oscillations. Thus, non-homogeneous rotated net magnetic ﬁelds
are obtained. The magnitude of the rotated net magnetic ﬁeld is shown in Figure 4.8 (c). A
constant magnitude within a standard deviation of max. 13 Oe for 200Oe ≥ H ≥ 600Oe input
ﬁelds and the artefacts of larger ﬁelds due to the linear contributions in the x- and y- axes can
be noted. Additionally, for H<200Oe the net ﬁeld also becomes inhomogenous which can be
attributed to stray ﬁelds of the other magnetic core. Therefore, a working range for dcore = 8mm
between 200Oe and 600Oe input is recommended.
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Figure 4.9.: (a) The combined thermal, magnetic and electric components were transferred into
an Al shielding box to minimize electromagnetic background noise. Measurement
stages were mounted on adapter plates to sensitively position Al carriers for the
contact needles and data transmission cables at the center of the setup. All cables
and water cooling tubes were led through an Al ground plate. (b) A closeup view of
the electric connection in contact mode.
Including the 35% increase of the input magnetic ﬁeld strength, the setup allows a maximum net
magnetic ﬁeld of 850 Oe with ∆B = 13 Oe during a 360◦ rotation (see Fig. 4.8 (c)). The ﬁts of
the x- and y- component underlie a phase shift of up to 1.8◦ and make it reasonable to denote
the error of ϕ to ∆ϕ = 2◦.
4.1.3. Electric component
After combining the thermal and magnetic component, the next step is to integrate the detection
of the electric signal. The future use of e.g. Hallbars makes a ﬁne positioning of the electric
contacts necessary. Hence, the use of 3D µm measurement stages is obligatory. A mechanical
mount system with four adapter plates conﬁgured for diﬀerent types of measurement stages
(OWIS, Staufen, Germany) is designed and mounted on top of the magnetic component (see
Fig. 4.9 (a)). The complete setup is transferred into an aluminum shielding box to minimize
electromagnetic background noise in the measurements. All electric wires and tubes for the
water cooling system (blue tubes in Fig. 4.9 (a)) are led through an Al ground plate to enable a
shielding in all spatial directions and suppress the electromagnetic noise to a minimum. From
the measurement stages Al holders lead to the center of the setup and are used as carriers for the
contact needles and the wires for data transmission (temperature stable, ﬂexible capton wires
with 1 mm diameter, Allectra, Germany). Figure 4.9 (b) shows a closeup view with the contact
needles in experimental contact mode.
The inﬂuence of the Al shielding box is shown in Fig. 4.10. Here, the background voltage
measured by two contact needles (without heating) on a platinum stripe is shown. A suppression
of the RMS noise from ≈ 50 nV (without shielding) down to ≈ 10 nV (with shielding) can be
observed. Therefore, it is highly recommended to use the Al box for all electric measurements.
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Figure 4.10.: Comparison of the RMS noise level in the background voltage without and with
the Al shielding box (without heating). A suppression from 50 nV to 10 nV could
be achieved.
Figure 4.11.: The infrared camera is mounted on a ﬂexible rack above the experimental setup.
The setup itself is put into an aluminum shielding box.
Additionally, another contact method has been established to further enhance the signal-to-noise
ratio and temperature stability. 25 µm thin Au wires are bonded on the sample and its ends
were glued to Au probes with silver paste. The electric signal is detected by a Keithley 2182A
nanovoltmeter. The lastly described method is used in the studies shown in this work.
4.1.4. Infrared component
In order to verify the successful rotation of ∇T optically, a FLIR SC7000 infrared camera is used.
It is mounted 50 cm vertically above the setup on an external rack which allows its alignment
in the x-, y- and z-direction. Figure 4.11 shows an overview of the spatial arrangement of the
infrared camera above the shielding box. For the optical detection, the top of the shielding box
was taken oﬀ.
All materials emit electromagnetic waves ranging from ultraviolet or even X-ray regions for hot
temperatures down to the infrared spectrum near room temperature. For our setup, temperatures
between room temperature and 100◦ C play a role and, thus, heat radiation in the infrared
regime of the electromagnetic spectrum is most important (λphoton = 700 nm − 1mm) [102].
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The SC7000 camera uses an Indium antimonide (InSb) sensor which is sensitive to the mid-wave
infrared radiation between 3 to 5µm.
The camera’s sensor absorbs the emitted infrared energy and converts it to an electric signal.
The signal is transmitted to a computer which calculates the temperature and displays it with a
color code. This is done by following Wien’s displacement law for black body radiation [103],
λmax =
b
T
, (4.7)
with Wiens constant b = 2.898 · 10−3m K. Note that this is only possible if the emissivity
coeﬃcient of a material is known because the emitted energy is a material dependent parameter
[102]. For this reason, it is necessary to equalize the emissivities of all recorded materials in the
optical experiments. This is done by evaporating a highly absorbing, thin layer of clustered Au
particles under nitrogen atmosphere on the investigated substrates and the sample holder (see
Fig. 4.9 (b)), following Ref. [104]. This procedure thermally equalizes all involved materials to
an equal emissivity and enables a quantitative comparison of diﬀerent materials.
Extracting the experimentally obtained parameters Tbase, ∇T and ϕT is done by using two
software tools. Firstly, the ﬁrmware FLIR ResearchIR is used to control the IR camera, set
calibration parameters, e.g., the emissivity and directly picture the thermal distribution. Due to
the resolution of 320x256 pixels the software allows to export the raw temperature data into a
320x256 matrix data ﬁle,
T =

T1,1 . . . T1,320
...
. . .
...
T256,1 . . . T256,320
 . (4.8)
Secondly, the exported data ﬁle is analyzed by a custom written MATLAB script, which was
developed with the help of Dr. M. Simonis. This MATLAB script allows to deﬁne a region of
interest (ROI) which determines a circular area in the center of the sample for analysis. Then,
∇x and ∇y are calculated for each element Ti,j leading to two separate matrices ∇xT and ∇yT .
The mean average of each matrix is then given by
∇x,yT =
∑
i,j
∇x,yTi,j
dim(∇x,yT )
, (4.9)
regarding the possibility of surface defects, e.g., scratches or particles, inﬂuencing the optical
detected thermal distribution. ∇x,yT represent the x- and y-component of the total thermal
gradient within the aforementioned ROI. Depending on the sign of ∇x,yT, ϕT can be calculated
using trigonometric calculations.
One exemplary result of this calculation is visualized in Fig. 4.12 on top of the raw temperature
data. Figure 4.12 (a) shows the ROI (area of gray circle), ∇T (the white arrow which scales with
|∇T |) and ϕT (angle embedded between the x-axis and ∇T along the white arc and number in
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Figure 4.12.: (a) A thermographic picture after applying a thermal gradient with ϕT,in = 240◦
on a pure Cu substrate. The ROI (gray circle) indicates all data points which are
used to calculate the resulting angle ϕT,out = 245.7◦. The white arrow points
in the direction of the average ∇T and scales with |∇T |. (b) The thermal proﬁle
(black) along ϕT, out can be ﬁtted linearly (red) to additionally obtain Tbase (origin
of ﬁt) and ∇T (slope of ﬁt).
upper left corner). Here, the four sample holders as well as thermal artifacts (e.g. lower right
corner) can be resolved. For reasons of homogeneity the diameter of the ROI (and later the
measured electric structures, e.g. Hallbars) should not exceed 40 % of the picture’s y-dimension
(≈ 3 mm).
Knowing the average angle of ∇T allows the extraction of all data points along that direction
and plotting them versus the position within the ROI (see Fig. 4.12 (b)). Since the center of the
ROI also represents the center of the sample, the intersection of a linear ﬁt of the thermal proﬁle
with the y-axis is equal to Tbase and its slope to ∇T . In this manner, the rotation of ∇T can
be visualized, making a detailed investigation of ∇T depending on diﬀerent input parameters
possible.
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Figure 4.13.: Deﬁnition of the angle of the thermal gradient.
4.1.5. Theoretical modification of the anisotropic magnetothermopower
Since in this study the rotation of ∇T in the xy-plane is utilized whereas the electric contacts
stay ﬁxed along the y-axis, a superposition of the AMTP and PNE is expected for orientations of
∇T between the x- and y-axis directions. Because of the additional angle ϕT in the measurement
geometry (Fig. 4.13), the equations of the longitudinal and transverse AMTP have to be
modulated. Assuming a measurement of the AMTP along the x-direction for rotated ∇T, Eq.
(3.36) changes to
Ex = −
(
S|| + S⊥
2
+
S|| − S⊥
2
cos 2ϕ
)
|∇T | cosϕT , (4.10)
because of the projection of ∇T onto the x-axis. Similarly, Eq. (3.38) for the PNE (transverse
AMTP) changes to
Ey = −
S|| − S⊥
2
sin 2ϕ |∇T | cosϕT . (4.11)
Now, it has to be taken into account that the AMTP is measured along the y-axis and the angles
in Eq. (4.10) are deﬁned with respect to the x-axis. Therefore, an angle phase shift has to be
introduced which considers that the (longitudinal) AMTP is measured along the y-axis. Keeping
the angles deﬁned regarding the x-direction shifts Ey by 90◦, leading to
Ey = −
(
S|| + S⊥
2
+
S|| − S⊥
2
cos (2(ϕ− 90◦))
)
|∇T | cos(ϕT − 90
◦)
= −
(
S|| + S⊥
2
−
S|| − S⊥
2
cos 2ϕ
)
|∇T | sinϕT . (4.12)
Hence, Eq. (4.12) describes the longitudinal AMTP and
Ey = −
S|| − S⊥
2
sin 2ϕ |∇T | cosϕT (4.13)
the transverse magnetothermopower (PNE) measured along the y-direction. Since the experiment
will measure the AMTP and PNE simultaneously, the superpositioned electric ﬁeld along the
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y-direction is described by
Ey = −(S+ sinϕT + S− sin(2ϕ− ϕT))|∇T | (4.14)
with S+ =
S||+S⊥
2 and S− =
S||−S⊥
2 , showing that a variation of ϕT leads to a phase shift of
Ey.
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4.2. Magneto(thermo)electric investigation of Co/Pd multilayers
Based on previous experiments, this section gives an overview of the experimental and theoretical
improvements of the magneto(thermo)electric investigation of Co/Pd multilayers.
4.2.1. Sample preparation
The magnetic multilayers are grown on thermally oxidized Si (500µm)/SiO2 (500 nm) substrates
using magnetron sputter deposition (CLAB 600, Leybold Vakuum GmBH). The base pressure
is kept below 3 x10−7mbar to minimize impurities and the deposition process takes place at
room temperature. First, a Ta(5 nm) buﬀer layer is deposited on the substrate to enhance the
stacking coeﬃcient, followed by the deposition of a 9x repetition of a Co(x nm)/Pd (1.5 nm)
bilayer (x = 0.075, 0.1, 0.125, 0.15, 0.175, 0.2, 0.225, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.6). It was shown
that Co/Pd multilayers posses a PMA [105, 106, 107] which can be further stressed by either
increasing the number of repeats [108] or by post annealing under an oop magnetic ﬁeld [109].
Because this work continues studies conducted on 9x repetition of (Co/Pd1.5nm) multilayers,
the post annealing procedure is chosen. A systematic alternating-gradient magnetometer study
investigated the inﬂuence of the post annealing temperature and Co thickness on the saturation
and remanence magnetization, Ms and Mr, respectively [109]. It was found that for temperatures
between 200◦ and 350◦ the highest values of Ms and Mr could be obtained for Co thicknesses
between 0.3 nm to 0.55 nm. In addition, the planned experiment is conducted to up to 250◦.
Since any structural changes within the samples due to high temperatures during the experiment
have to be excluded, all samples are post annealed at higher temperatures. Therefore, they are
heated at 350◦C for 60min with an applied oop magnetic ﬁeld of 6500Oe.
Figure 4.14 shows x-ray reﬂectivity measurements (XRR) of (a) the 0.15 nm and (b) 0.2 nm
Co multilayer in the as prepared and post annealed state. Here, the intensity of x-rays which
are reﬂected at the interfaces of the crystal lattice is measured for increasing incidence angle Θ.
Depending on the distance of the involved interfaces, constructive interference is observed for
speciﬁc angles, resulting in oscillation patterns. These patterns allow to reconstruct the interface
quality, roughness, density of involved materials and ﬁlm thicknesses. As can be seen in Fig. 4.14
(a) and (b), for both samples the heating process enhances the interlayer quality and roughness,
displayed by the improved oscillations for 2Θ angles above 5◦. By ﬁtting the post annealed
spectra, estimations of the total thickness ttot can be made. The ﬁts are shown in Fig. 4.14 (c)
and (d) and agree with the experimental data reasonably well. They result in ttot=19.19 nm
and 19.47 nm, which are close to the expected values of ttot=19.85 nm and 20.3 nm, respectively.
However, not only the reﬂection from the top and bottom of the complete multilayer causes
interference, also the regularly repeated top and bottom interfaces of each Co/Pd bilayer result
in intensity oscillations. These Bragg peaks are expected at higher angles due to the thinner
thickness of the bilayer and superimpose the signal of the interference of x-rays from top and
bottom of the whole multilayer stack. Hence, they are often detected as oscillations with higher
intensity compared to the normal peaks. The ﬁrst order Bragg peak can clearly be identiﬁed for
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Figure 4.14.: XRR spectra of the (a) (Co0.15nm/Pd1.5nm)9x and (b) (Co0.2nm/Pd1.5nm)9x multilayer
for the as prepared and post annealed state. The enhanced oscillations suggest a
higher interface quality in both samples due to post annealing. The post annealed
spectra are ﬁtted (c), (d) and in addition with the Bragg peaks conﬁrm the sputtered
ﬁlm thicknesses and bilayer periodicity.
both samples in the as prepared state but are also visible after post annealing at 2Θ = 5.39◦ and
5.28◦, respectively. With Bragg’s law the bilayer thickness can be calculated to be tbi = 1.64 nm
and 1.67 nm which again agree with the expected bilayer thicknesses of 1.65 nm and 1.7 nm.
Hence, the expected layout of the sputtered multilayer systems are veriﬁed and their structural
quality is not altered by the post annealing process.
The PMA of each multilayer is proven by the polar magneto optical Kerr eﬀect (PMOKE) in
the oop conﬁguration. Here, a laser beam is reﬂected at a samples surface and recorded by a
photo diode. Depending on the oop component of the magnetization of the sample, the PMOKE
rotates the polarization angle of the reﬂected laser beam in comparison to the incident beam.
This Kerr rotation is recorded as a function of an oop magnetic ﬁeld sweep which switches the
magnetization from the magnetic easy axis (oop) to the hard axis (ip) and back to the easy axis
(oop) again. Again, these measurements are done for each multilayer in the as prepared and post
annealed state and are shown in Fig. 4.15. Here, it can be seen that for the lowest Co content no
signal could be obtained, showing that these Co ﬁlms are too thin to introduce an oop magnetic
component. For tCo = 0.125 nm the Kerr rotation starts to increase but only shows a magnetic
hard axis behavior. Only for tCo = 0.15 nm the signal exhibits a fast switching for low magnetic
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Figure 4.15.: PMOKE measurements in the oop conﬁguration show an oop magnetic easy axis
for increasing Co thicknesses. For the highest tCo, the easy axis starts to tilt from
oop to ip due to the increasing inﬂuence of the ip shape anisotropy compared to
the oop interface anisotropy.
ﬁelds, indicating the development of an oop magnetic easy axis. For 0.175 nm ≥ tCo ≥ 0.45 nm
the coercive ﬁelds and magnitude of the Kerr rotation stay relatively constant, until for the
thickest sample both parameters decrease. This can be explained by a change of the interface
and bulk contributions to the magnetic anisotropy energies which determine the orientation of
the magnetization. Whereas for thin Co ﬁlms the interface contribution leads to an preferred oop
orientation, the bulk contribution results in ip magnetizations for thick Co samples. It has been
shown that the critical thickness of Co, where the ip magnetization switches to oop orientation,
is 0.76 nm in (Co/Pd)9x multilayers [109]. This agrees well with the shown data. The most
striking diﬀerence of the post annealed multilayers are the generally increased coercive ﬁelds of
all multilayers.
Figure 4.16 highlights the inﬂuence of the post annealing process on the magnitudes of the
Kerr rotation (a), the coercive ﬁelds (b) and the squareness
(
remanence Kerr rotation
saturation Kerr rotation
)
(c). While a
systematic increase of the Kerr rotation can not be observed for the post annealed samples, the
coercivity is highly improved for all samples. Especially in the regime of 0.175 nm ≥ tCo ≥ 0.3 nm
an increase by a factor of up to 3 can be seen. Thus, the post annealing process enhances the
collective coupling between the magnetic domains, resulting in higher ﬁelds necessary to switch
the magnetization. Nevertheless, the constant squareness of 1 for tCo > 0.175 nm indicates that
a magnetic easy axis is obtained in the oop orientation for all samples which is not negatively
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Figure 4.16.: (a) Kerr rotation magnitude, (b) coercive ﬁelds and (c) squareness of PMOKE
measurements comparing the as prepared and post annealed state of the multilayers.
A clear enhancement of the coercive ﬁelds due to the post annealing hints to a
stronger collective coupling between the magnetic domains. The constant squareness
of 1 for tCo > 0.175 nm veriﬁes a perpendicular magnetic easy axis.
Figure 4.17.: (a) A Hallbar with the dimensions L = 1100µm, l = 220µm and w = 80µm was
etched into the multilayers. (b) A second lithography step provided Au contact
pads.
inﬂuenced by the post annealing process.
Since the XRR and PMOKE measurements are conducted on planar samples, a structuring
process for the electric measurements is necessary. Hence, the samples are patterned via UV-
lithography and Ar etching into Hallbar structures with the dimensions L = 1100µm, w = 80µm,
l = 220µm and the varying total thickness ttot = (tbuffer + 9tCo + 9tPd) = (19.6 + 9tCo) nm
(see Fig. 4.17 (a)). A second lithography step provides large Au contact pads for low contact
resistances after bonding with 25µm thin Au wires, as depicted by Fig. 4.17 (b).
4.2.2. Experimental setup
Performing comparable ANE and AHE measurements under similar experimental conditions to
reliably extract quantitative temperature dependent parameters is a challenging task. Since ∇T
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Figure 4.18.: (a) Scheme of vacuum furnace. (b) Mount of the AHE and ANE samples in the
study by T. Matalla-Wagner [111].
has to be constant but applied in a temperature range above room termperature, the use of a
vacuum furnace is necessary. Additionally, the need of an oop magnetic ﬁeld rules out the use
of the newly developed setup described in the last section. Hence, a vacuum furnace is used
which is described in detail elsewhere [110, 111, 112] but an overview is depicted in Fig. 4.18 (a).
Basically, a resistive heater (heaterA) provides the heat for the left copper block and a light bulb
(heaterD) which is mounted into another, thermally decoupled, copper block provides the heat at
the right copper block.
The ﬁrst experiments comparing the AHE and ANE on Co/Pd multilayers have been conducted by
T. Matalla-Wagner [111]. In this study, on one hand, a temperature range of 320K≤ Tleft ≤ 420K
was investigated in terms of the AHE and ANE for tCo = 0.2 nm, ∆T = 8K and IDC = 500µA.
On the other hand, diﬀerent tCo were investigated at Tleft = 320K with ∆T = (9.7 ± 1.1)K. Note
that two individual samples, but prepared under same conditions were used to compare AHE
and ANE signals. Figure 4.18 (b) shows one Hallbar structured sample mounted on the left Cu
block for AHE measurements and another planar, non-structured sample for ANE measurements
mounted between the left and right Cu block, hence, being exposed to ∇T . Two issues arise from
this experimental design. Firstly, a structured sample is compared with a planar sample. This only
unambiguously deﬁnes the Hall resistivities whereas the Nernst signals may originate from diﬀerent
sample sizes, contact distances and non-homogeneous electrical contact alignments. Secondly,
due to the diﬀerent sample positioning of the AHE and ANE samples the base temperature of
both measurements were not equal, since Tbase,AHE = Tleft, whereas Tbase,ANE = Tleft +
∆T
2 .
To eliminate the uncertainties due to diﬀerent sample positions and structured vs. planar ﬁlms
the continuing study of M. van Straaten [112] combined the measurement of the AHE and
ANE into one sample design. Here, both measurements were conducted on the same Hallbar.
Additionally, the samples were glued and bonded with Al wires onto small cryogenic chip carriers
(Fig. 4.19 (a)), leaving araound 3mm of free-standing substrate at each side to clamp the sample
with thermal conductive paste into the same sample holder as before. The free-hanging chip
carrier allowed to connect all six contact pads of the Hallbar, the application of a longitudinal
current and the measurement of the transverse voltages (Fig. 4.19 (b)).
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Figure 4.19.: (a) 1.5 cm long substrate pieces with the Hallbar structured multilayers were glued
and bonded on chip carriers [112], (b) which were then clamped in the same sample
holder as in the previous study (based on Ref. [111]).
This contacting method enabled the investigation of both eﬀects at the same sample and, thus,
should lead to more comparable results. Three measurement modes were used for investigations.
Firstly, the AHE was measured for increasing Tbase, increasing tCo, with a direct current of
I = 500µA but with ∆T = 0K (mode 1). Secondly, the ANE was recorded for the same range of
Tbase and tCo but with ∆T = 20K and I = 0µA (mode 2). Comparing the eﬀect magnitudes for
diﬀerent Tbase and tCo point to a sign change of the AHE (as also seen by Keskin et al. [94]) but
none in the ANE for increasing Tbase. However, due to the changing thermal conditions between
the AHE and ANE measurements, a quantitative comparison of the results of measurement
mode 1 and 2 are questionable. Thus, measurement mode 3 was used to measure the AHE and
ANE under same thermal conditions. Here, ∆T = 20K and the direct current I = 500µA were
simultaneously applied along the x-axis while the transverse voltage Vy was measured. Due to
the same geometry of the AHE and ANE, the resulting voltage Vy consists of the superimposed
signal of the AHE and ANE. In a second step, the current direction was inverted, leading to an
inverted AHE signal but because of the same direction of ∆T not changing the ANE contribution.
These two signals could be used to split the thermally induced ANE and electrically induced
AHE contributions. Whereas the magnitudes of the AHE of mode 1 and 3 showed very good
agreement, the deviations of the ANE between mode 2 and 3 were larger and could only be
compared qualitatively.
As shown in Sec. 3.3, the thermoelectric conductivities could be ﬁtted by knowing the electric
resistivities if the Mott relation is valid for the present multilayer systems. The quantitative
analysis of the data of M. van Straaten’s study in terms of the Mott relation turns out to be
problematic since too many unknown parameters prevent the determination of the pure Seebeck
coeﬃcient of the multilayers. These issues were taken into account to further improve the
experimental setup for a quantitative comparable study between the AHE and ANE.
Figure 4.20 (a) illustrates the thermal circuit which describes the sample mount of M. van
Straaten’s study implying all involved thermal resistances with their corresponding Seebeck
coeﬃcients. The Seebeck voltage is measured along two longitudinal contacts of the Hallbar, but
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Figure 4.20.: (a) Thermal circuit of the experiment by M. van Straaten including all thermal
resistances and Seebeck coeﬃcients, (b) thermal circuit of updated setup reducing
experimental uncertainties.
it is important to consider all involved materials being exposed to a ∆T . Following the scheme
and the general formula VSeebeck = −S∆T , the net measured voltage Vtotal can be written as
Vtotal =− Scable2(Tchip1 − Tleft)− Scarrier(TAu pad 1 − Tchip1)
− Sbond(TB − TAupad1)− Smultilayer(TC − TB)− Sbond(TAupad2 − TC)
− Scarrier(Tchip 2 − TAupad2)− Scable2(Tleft − Tchip2) , (4.15)
demonstrating that the exact Seebeck coeﬃcient of the multilayers can only be determined if the
Seebeck coeﬃcients Scable2, Scarrier, Sbond as well as the temperatures Tchip1, TAupad1, TAupad2
and Tchip2 were known. The largest uncertainty in this equation is clearly given by the chip
carrier, since neither its Seebeck coeﬃcient nor its temperatures on the top Au bonding pads
or on its bottom at the connections to cable 2 can be quantiﬁed. Also the usage of Al bonding
wires which have a production charge dependent content of Si implies a large uncertainty in the
Seebeck coeﬃcient of the bonding wires.
To avoid these uncertainties and to be able to calculate the exact Seebeck coeﬃcient of the
multilayers the usage of a chip carrier is avoided for the following experiments. Also, the bonding
wires are changed from Al wires to Au wires (Au HD2, Heraeus, 99.99% purity) for which the
Seebeck coeﬃcient is known from literature [101]. For reasons of mechanically stable connections
of the Au bonding wires, the use of Au contact pads on the Hallbar structure is necessary, so
that a second lithography step is conducted for patterning (see. Fig. 4.17 (b)).
Figure 4.21 illustrates the mount of the sample into the vacuum furnace without a chip carrier.
Six bonding wires are bonded on the Au contact pads of the Hallbar and simply cut at the other
end. The loose ends are glued with temperature stable silver paste to six electric contacts which
close the electric circle to the cables 2 (Fig. 4.21 (a)). Note that all electric contacts are at the
same temperature Tcontact due to the same position on the left copper block (see Fig. 4.21 (b)).
The changed conﬁguration leads to an adjusted thermal circuit as depicted in Fig. 4.20 (b). As
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Figure 4.21.: (a) Sideview and (b) topview of the sample holder showing the Hallbar structured
sample, both heatbaths, bonding wires and electric contacts.
Figure 4.22.: The sample is exposed to ∇T ‖ ~x. The voltages Vx and Vy are measured, once,
without applied current and, second, with an applied alternating current through
the contact pads A and D.
before, the cables 1 lead from room temperature to Tleft, but in contrast, the cables 2 underlay
the same thermal diﬀerence |Tcontact − Tleft| for both sides of the thermal circuit. Therefore,
without the chip carrier, Eq. (4.15) simpliﬁes to
Vtot = −Sbond(TB − Tcontact)− Smultilayer(TC − TB)− Sbond(Tcontact − TC)
= −Sbond(TB − TC)− Smultilayer(TC − TB) . (4.16)
With an estimation for TC − TB as shown in Sec. 4.2.3 and Sbond = SAu the Seebeck coeﬃcient
Smultilayer can be concluded.
But not only the sample mount has been adjusted in comparison to the last studies, also the
electric measurement modes are improved to ensure the most stable thermal conditions and
clearest signals for both the AHE and ANE experiments. For reasons of better overview the
electric contacting of the Hallbar is shown without the Au contact pads, see Fig. 4.22. The
Hallbar is exposed to ∆T = 30 K along the +x-axis, for 45◦C ≤ Tbase ≤ 245◦C in steps of 20K
for all ANE and AHE measurements. At each Tbase, two measurement modes are conducted,
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each recording Vx (between contact pads B and C) and Vy (between contact pads B and F) in
dependence of an applied magnetic ﬁeld +H ‖ +z . To avoid parasitic Hall eﬀect contributions in
the Nernst measurements, only ∆T is applied as a current driving force in the ﬁrst measurement
mode. Here, Vthermx will be induced by the magnetic ﬁeld independent, ordinary Seebeck eﬀect,
which will be denoted as VSeebeckx (measured by a Keithley 2000 multimeter in DCV mode) and
Vthermy by the superposition of the ONE and ANE (measured by a Keithley 2182A Nanovoltmeter).
In the second measurement mode, while not changing the thermal conditions, the contact pads
A and D are additionally connected to a home built current supply, which is controlled by an
external function generator (SFG-1013, GW Instek). This delivers an alternating current of
500µA amplitude with f = 117 Hz through the Hallbar, hence, working as a second current
driving force in addition to ∇T . Now, the voltage Velecx is detected in ACV mode (by a Keithley
2000 multimeter) that cancels out the DC component driven by ∇T . Since the electric resistance
in magnetic materials is inﬂuenced by its magnetization direction, this measurement resolves
the AMR and is therefore denoted as V AMRx . Also, Vy is a superimposed signal of a transverse
thermally and electrically driven component. To be sensitive only to the electric component, a
Lock-In ampliﬁer (SR850, Scientiﬁc instruments) measures the ﬁrst harmonic signal of Vy in
diﬀerential mode, since the Hall eﬀect contribution directly scales with the modulation of the
current. Thus, the measured voltage along the y-axis in the second measurement mode will
be denoted as V elecy . Note that similar to V
therm
y , V
elec
y is a simultaneous measurement of the
OHE and AHE. Using the Lock-In technique avoids parasitic contributions of heating currents
or current oﬀsets and allows the unambiguously separation of the ANE and AHE.
4.2.3. Calculating electric and thermal transport coefficients
In the following, one ends up with two voltage signals for each measurement mode. The signal
processing and assumptions of experimental errors will be discussed in this section.
Figure 4.23 (a) shows an exemplary measurement of the longitudinal voltage in measurement
mode 1, VSeebeckx . As expected, the Seebeck voltage does not depend on the magnetic ﬁeld,
thus, the mean value of all data points is taken as the representative voltage V
Seebeck
x for each
measurement and the standard deviation σ
(
V
Seebeck
x
)
as its error value. Now, V
Seebeck
x equals
Vtot of Eq. (4.16) and consists of the Au bond and multilayer’s Seebeck contributions. Since
∆T = Tright − Tleft is known for all experiments, ∇T =
∆T
D
can be calculated with the length D
of the sample which was clamped between both heaters. The distance of the longitudinal contact
pads l can in turn be used to calculate the temperature diﬀerence ∆TCB = (TC − TB) = ∇T l
between the contact pads C and B. This leads to the expression
Smultilayer = −
(
V
Seebeck
x + SAu (TB − TC)
TC − TB
)
= −
V Seebeckx + SAu (−∆TD l)
∆T
D
l

= −
V
Seebeck
x D
∆T l
+ SAu = Sxx . (4.17)
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Figure 4.23.: Results of measurement mode 1: (a) Measuring VSeebeckx depending on an external
magnetic ﬁeld lead to a constant voltage, (b) Vthermy shows a clear hysteresis for
∆T = 30 K.
Exemplary data of Vy for measurement mode 1 are shown in Fig. 4.23 (b). Note that the
raw data principally show the superposition of the ONE and ANE (black curve) but can be
separated with a linear correction of the saturation slope (red curve). In most measurements
in this study, the ONE contributions are negligibly small. However, to extract the transverse
thermopower coeﬃcient Sxy the diﬀerence of the mean saturation voltages are taken and halved,
V ANE = (∆V
ANE
sat )/2, representing the eﬀective ANE magnitude. Now, Sxy can be determined
by the negative ratio of the voltage V ANE induced by the temperature diﬀerence ∆T
Sxy = −
Vy
∆T
= −
V ANE
∆TCB
= −
V ANED
∆T l
. (4.18)
Figure 4.24 (a) illustrates an exemplary measurement of VAMRx during the measurement mode 2.
For the determination of ρxx its mean value V
AMR
x is used since the relative change of resistivity
due to the AMR is small,
V AMRmax − V
AMR
min
V AMRmin
< 0.1% , (4.19)
and the usage of V
AMR
x does not introduce a large error. The longitudinal resistivity ρxx is then
calculated by
ρxx =
V
AMR
x
Ix
w ttot
l
. (4.20)
The analysis of V elecy is conducted similar to V
therm
y , as described above. The eﬀective AHE
magnitude V AHE leads to the anomalous Hall resistivity
ρxy =
V AHE
Ix
ttot . (4.21)
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Figure 4.24.: Results of measurement mode 2: (a) Measuring VAMRx in dependence of the external
ﬁeld leads to two symmetrical peaks at about 1700Oe. (b) Lock-In response while
an alternating current is sent through the Hallbar. Again, the superimposed signal
of the OHE and AHE can be separated by the subtraction of the linear slope of the
saturation voltages.
The errors of all transport coeﬃcients are calculated by linear error propagation following
∆f(x, y, z) =
∣∣∣∣∂ f(x, y, z)∂ x dx
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∂ f(x, y, z)∂ y dy
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∂ f(x, y, z)∂ z dz
∣∣∣∣ , (4.22)
as derived in detail in the attachment. Measurement uncertainties of dD = 0.5mm, d∆T = 0.1K,
dttot = 2nm, dIx = 0.5µA, dl = dw =+0 mm and dSAu = 0
µV
K are assumed.
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5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Rotation of a thermal gradient
In this section, the newly developed setup is used to conduct experiments with a rotatable
thermal gradient. In contrast to other experiments, the sample is kept within the setup while
rotating ∇T . Thus, neither the electrical contacts nor the thermal contacts to the heatsink or
heatsource have to be changed for applying ∇T in diﬀerent directions. After a proof of principle
of the ∇T rotation by optical temperature detection, the ∇T rotation is used to investigate the
anisotropy of magnetothermoelectric eﬀects.
5.1.1. Optical experiments
The rotation of ∇T is proven for MgO, MgAl2O4 (MAO), Al2O3 (Sa) and Cu substrates to
verify the rotation for materials in a broad range of thermal conductivities (15 WK m to 400
W
K m).
A temperature diﬀerence of ∆T = 20K is applied at Tbase = 35◦C at increasing ϕT = [0◦, 360◦]
in steps of 15◦. Figure 5.1 shows the IR records for the Cu substrate for applied ϕT =
45◦, 105◦, 240◦, 360◦. The resulting directions of ∇T calculated within the ROI are indicated
by the white arrows. They clearly show a successful rotation with calculated output angles of
ϕT, out = 49◦, 112◦, 246◦ and 352◦. Thus, deviations between the input values and the optically
calculated output angles of max. 8◦ can be observed. Similar to the Cu substrate, the rotation
could be veriﬁed for the MgO, MAO and Sa substrates (see Figs. A.5, A.6, A.7 in attachment).
The recorded temperature distribution additionally allows the characterization of the temperature
proﬁle along the calculated output angle. The temperatures along the angle ϕT, out and within
the ROI are exported and can be analyzed in more detail. This is done for all substrates at
ϕT = 0◦ with a large ROI to also obtain information of the temperature of the sample holders.
Figure 5.2 (a) illustrates the temperature proﬁles for the diﬀerent substrates. The temperature
proﬁles are linear for distances smaller than 4mm from the center which proves a homogenous
temperature distribution within all substrates. Only at the ends, where the sample holders
are implied in the proﬁle (|d|>4mm), the temperature shows a nonlinear increase. In thermal
equilibrium it is expected that the sample holders are at the same temperature as the sample in
near proximity. This deviation can maybe explained by the transition of two diﬀerent materials.
Although the samples as well as the sample holders were coated by black Au to sustain equal
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Figure 5.1.: The Cu substrate with applied ∇T at ϕT = 45◦ (a), 105◦ (b), 240◦ (c) and 360◦ (d).
The calculated output angles within the ROI prove the rotation of ∇T within ±8◦.
emissivities, there might be a diﬀerence in the coating thickness resulting in a diﬀerent amount
of IR radiation despite the same temperature of sample and sample holder.
Since the new setup works under ambient conditions a qualitative comparison to vacuum
conditions is made. For this purpose, the same samples are built into a vacuum furnace with a
IR transmissive window for IR detection. Due to the dimensions of this setup, the IR detection
only allows to record the sample and the heat bath, whereas the heat sink is situated out of
the range of the IR camera. The temperature of the heat sink is therefore electrically detected
by a thermocouple which is situated around 6 cm left from the sample’s center. Although
the distance between the thermocouple and sample could principally be subject to a thermal
gradient, it consists of Cu with high thermal conductivity and, thus, is expected to equalize at
the same temperature over the complete distance. Figure 5.2 (b) shows the vacuum temperature
proﬁles for ∆T = 20K and Tbase = 35K. Again, for small distances to the sample’s center, the
Figure 5.2.: Temperature proﬁles for diﬀerent substrates under (a) ambient and (b) vacuum
conditions. In both cases, a temperature diﬀerence of 20K was applied at Tbase =
35◦C.
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Figure 5.3.: A linear ﬁt of the temperature proﬁles of Fig. 5.2 extracts Tbase (a) and ∇T (b) for
ambient and vacuum conditions.
temperature distribution is linear as expected for homogeneous samples. For d>3mm, the heat
bath is recorded which again shows a higher temperature than the sample. For this setup, it
was not possible to coat the heat bath with the black Au which could be the reason for a higher
temperature increase (≈ 8K) in comparison to the setup in ambient conditions (≈ 5K). However,
the most noticeable diﬀerence to Fig. 5.2 (a) is the temperature diﬀerence between the heat
sink and the sample. Because the heat sink’s temperature is evaluated at a larger distance, it is
connected by dashed lines to the sample’s temperature. Here, the heat sink seems to be 10K
colder than the cold side of all samples. Since the thermocouple is connected via a solid Cu block
to the sample and the complete Cu block is heated to 25◦, a temperature drop of 10K between
the point of measurement and the sample does not seem reasonable. The temperature diﬀerence
is rather attributed to the comparison of temperatures evaluated by two diﬀerent methods. While
the electric voltage generated by the Seebeck eﬀect in the thermocouple is calibrated to the
absolute temperature, the IR camera rather detects relative temperature changes within a sample
with less absolute temperature values. Therefore, an absolute temperature comparison between
diﬀerent materials or diﬀerent methods is not recommended, although the use of the black Au
coating should minimize diﬀerences due to diﬀerent sample properties.
Hence, for a further comparison of ambient and vacuum conditions we concentrate on the linear
part of the temperature distribution within |d| ≤ 3mm. A linear ﬁt of all temperature proﬁles
gives the intercept and slope of the temperature distribution for each substrate. The intercept
(x=0mm) gives the temperature at the center of the sample, which should equal the applied
base temperature of 35◦C. Thus, the resulting Tbase are plotted vs. the thermal conductivity κ
in Fig. 5.3 (a). It can be seen that the proﬁles under ambient conditions principally show lower
base temperatures than those under vacuum conditions. Thermal convection and conduction
most likely additionally cool the samples, resulting in a net cooler temperature proﬁle than in
vacuum. It is expected, that for thermal equilibrium Tbase should be independent of κ, leading to
a constant Tbase for all substrates. Under ambient conditions the calculated Tbase are scattered
within 7K, but under vacuum conditions they are constant within 2K. Only Cu is an exception
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but with a deviation of 4K it still lies within the measurement uncertainty. The slopes of the
linear ﬁts give the measured ∇T for all substrates. The comparison of ambient and vacuum
conditions is shown in Fig. 5.3 (b). A general decrease of ∇T is obtained for increasing κ
under ambient conditions while ∇T stays constant within the measurement uncertainties for
vacuum conditions. Because for the IR measurements no thermal conductive paste is used, the
microscopic roughness of the sample holder - sample interface highly inﬂuences the thermal
resistance. Whereas in ambient conditions a thermal ﬂux can also be transmitted via thermal
conduction within microscopically embedded gas pockets, these gas pockets can not contribute
to the thermal ﬂux in vacuum conditions. This may result in higher thermal resistances between
the sample and sample holder, leading to less eﬃcient heating or cooling of the sample. This,
in turn, would result in smaller thermal gradients, especially in materials with high thermal
conductivities as it is the case for Cu.
Since the origin of the principally smaller ∇T in vaccum can not be identiﬁed for sure, a
quantitative comparison between diﬀerent materials or diﬀerent surrounding conditions is hard
to conclude. However, the optical data qualitatively show a successful rotation of ∇T for all
substrates. This proof of principle allows to continue with a more quantitative study of the ∇T
rotation.
5.1.2. Electrical experiments
After the optical determination of the rotation of ∇T , the rotation shall also be veriﬁed electrically.
For this purpose, the longitudinal and transverse AMTP is investigated in a sputter deposited
18 nm thin Ni80Fe20 (Py) ﬁlm (5 × 5mm2) on a MgO(001) substrate (10 × 10mm2). The smaller
area of the Py ﬁlm in comparison to the substrate allows its electrical decoupling to the sample
holders when built into the setup as described earlier. Two gold wires were bonded in the center
of the Py ﬁlm, aligned to the y-axis and, thus, allow to measure Vy (see Fig. 4.2). All shown
data of Vy are averaged over ﬁve single measurements at a base temperature of 308K. The
separation of the longitudinal and transverse AMTP is made possible by the use of two distinct
measurement modes. A sweep measurement is conducted, when Vy is measured as a function of
H, varied from -150 Oe up to +150 Oe (black branch of data) and back to -150 Oe (red branch
of data). This mode depicts the magnetization dynamics of the AMTP or PNE under a ﬁxed
magnetic ﬁeld angle ϕ. On the other hand, the field rotation measurement mode is used, when
M is kept saturated along H (H = 200Oe, ∆ϕ = ±3◦) and follows the counterclockwise in-plane
rotation of H. This mode rotates M and Vy reﬂects the ϕ dependencies of the AMTP or PNE,
depending on ϕT, i.e. the applied direction of ∇T .
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Figure 5.4.: (a)-(e) Sweep measurements of Vy for increasing ∆T and ϕ = ϕT = 0◦. (f) The
signal magnitude Vdiff = Vmax − Vmin is averaged for each branch and plotted vs.
∆T . The expected ∆T proportionality is veriﬁed.
∇T and ϕ dependence of the PNE
As shown in Sec. 4.1.5, within the given measurement geometry the electric ﬁeld along the y-axis
induced by the longitudinal AMTP is described by Eq. (4.12)
Ey = − (S+ − S− cos 2ϕ) |∇T | sinϕT
and the contribution induced by the PNE by Eq. (4.13)
Ey = −S− sin 2ϕ |∇T | cosϕT .
As a ﬁrst step, sweep measurements for increasing ∆T are conducted for ϕ = 0◦ and ϕT = 0◦.
Because ∇T is applied perpendicular to the voltage measurement, no AMTP contribution is
present (Eq. (4.12)) and only the PNE is measured. Figure 5.4 shows Vy when ∆T is increased
from ≈ 0K to ≈ 30K. For the lowest ∆T , the sweep of H does not induce any change in Vy so
that only a background signal within the noise level of ≈ 50 nV can be detected (Fig. 5.4 (a)).
Hence, the magnetization switching in the ﬁlm due to the H reversal from -150 Oe to +150 Oe
does not aﬀect Vy. When ∆T is slightly increased to 4.2 K, Vy starts to develop peaks in the
low magnetic ﬁeld regime (Fig. 5.4 (b)). While increasing H from negative to positive values, Vy
ﬁrst stays constant before it forms a minimum for small negative ﬁelds. For small positive ﬁelds
it abruptly changes to a maximum before it saturates again for high magnetic ﬁelds. Decreasing
H from positive to negative ﬁelds leads to the same behavior, ﬁrst showing a minimum for small
positive ﬁelds followed by a maximum for small negative ﬁelds. Only then Vy decreases to the
saturation value already obtained in the beginning of the raising branch. The shape of this signal
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Figure 5.5.: (a)-(f) Magnetic sweep measurements are conducted for increasing ﬁeld directions
ϕ with an applied ∆T = 30K at ϕT = 0◦. Only data for 0◦ ≥ ϕ ≥ 180◦ are
shown, since these signals are repeated for higher angles due to the underlying sin 2ϕ
symmetry. (g) The saturation values for |H| ≥ 140Oe are averaged for each ϕ
and plotted agains ϕ. The resulting data verify the sin 2ϕ dependence of the PNE,
described by Eq. (4.13) (red ﬁt).
is stressed, when ∆T is further increased up to ≈ 30K and, thus, illustrates the inﬂuence of ∆T
on Vy. The voltage diﬀerences Vdiff between the maximum and minimum of both branches are
averaged for each ∆T and quantify the thermally induced magnitude increase. Figure 5.4 (f)
shows that Vdiff is proportional to ∆T following the |∇T | dependence of the PNE described by
Eq. (4.13). The study by Meier et al. also investigates the temperature dependence of the PNE
on a Py thin ﬁlm [68] which shows a similar behavior. Slight diﬀerences can be attributed to
deviations of the magnetic anisotropy and small parasitic magnetic ﬁelds due to the interaction
of both magnetic axes.
In the next step, sweep measurements are conducted for various magnetic ﬁeld angles, 0◦ ≥
ϕ ≥ 360◦. Figure 5.5 shows exemplary chosen curves between 0◦ and 180◦. Note that ϕT = 0◦
and ∆T = 30K and, thus, Fig. 5.5 (a) shows the same dataset as Fig. 5.4 (e). Although
for |H| > 140Oe all signals still show constant saturation values, the signal shape in the low
magnetic ﬁeld regime starts to qualitatively change for increasing ﬁeld angles. For ϕ = 20◦
(Fig. 5.5 (b)) both branches of the measurement show a minimum for small magnetic ﬁelds with
small intensity. Hence, the magnetization switching process is independent of the ﬁeld reversal
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direction. When ϕ is increased to 40◦ (Fig. 5.5 (c)) the intensity of these minima reaches a
maximum until for ϕ = 70◦ they form a minimum and maximum with low intensity again (Fig.
5.5 (d)). Note that in contrast to ϕ = 0◦ both branches show the minimum for negative and the
maximum for positive magnetic ﬁelds and, like for ϕ = 20◦, the magnetization reversal process
is independent of the magnetic ﬁeld switching direction. By further increasing ϕ to 130◦ each
branch develops a maximum (Fig. 5.5 (e)) with comparable intensity. Here, both maxima are
slightly shifted with respect to the origin, i.e. the black branch to positive and the red branch to
negative ﬁelds. Reaching ϕ = 180◦ (Fig. 5.5 (f)), Vy shows the same signal shape as for ϕ = 0◦.
For higher angles than ϕ = 180◦ the curves from 0◦ ≥ ϕ ≥ 180◦ are repeated and are not shown
for this reason.
Since the investigated ﬁlm is a metal ferromagnet, an unintended oop thermal gradient in
combination with the ip magnetization could give rise to a parasitic voltage contribution by the
ANE. In a similar experiment Meier et al. systematically investigate the inﬂuence of an oop ∇T
on the measured PNE signal by intentionally heating one contact needle [68]. Their experimental
data of the same sweep measurements can be mathematically split into an antisymmetric and a
symmetric part by taking the sum and the diﬀerence of the two branches. It shows that only the
antisymmetric part is manipulated by the introduced oop ∇T and an antisymmetric contribution
in the data of the sweep measurements is an indicator for underlying oop ∇T . Hence, the data
shown in Fig. 5.5 (a)-(f) are analyzed in the same manner to evaluate any potential parasitic oop
∇T in the new setup. However, no systematic dependence of the asymmetric part on the ﬁeld
angle could be observed. Since this would have been the case for the ANE, any unintended oop
contributions of the ∇T can be excluded for this setup. The small non-systematic asymmetric
deviations in some of the shown data (e.g. Fig. 5.5 (c), (d)) can rather be attributed to a
non-perfect antisymmetric magnetization reversal process for some magnetic ﬁeld directions.
In general, when H is decreased to 0 Oe, M is not saturated and the total magnetization
decays into statistically distributed magnetic domains depending on the underlying magnetic
anisotropies. Depending on the orientations of those domains, the PNE induces an electric ﬁeld
in each domain following the angle dependence of Eq. (4.13). In contrast, when all magnetic
domains are parallel aligned, also the resulting electric ﬁeld induced by the PNE is aligned for
each domain. Thus, one obtains a saturated voltage when M is saturated. Hence, the more the
orientation of the magnetic domains deviate from the saturated state, the higher the resulting
voltage deviates from the saturation voltage. This means, in turn, when for low magnetic ﬁelds
only small or even no intensity change of the voltage can be measured, the magnetic domains do
not change their initial orientation signiﬁcantly, thus, are aligned to a magnetic easy axes (MEA).
Therefore, the small intensities for both branches of the datasets for ϕ = 20◦, 70◦ indicate the
presence of two MEA tilted by 50◦.
This appearance can be explained by a non-parallel superposition of an uniaxial (UMA) and a
fourfold in-plane cubic magnetic anisotropy (CMA). It has been shown that the presence of a
UMA can be due to substrate shape [113], dangling bonds [114], surface steps [115] or oblique
growth [116]. Furthermore, the UMA in Fe/MgO(001) systems was manipulated in terms of
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Figure 5.6.: The experimental data of Fig. 5.5 can be ﬁtted by simulations based on the Stoner-
Wohlfarth model. Besides of minimal deviations for the MEA ((b), (c)), all data can
be qualitatively simulated.
orientation or strength by varying the deposition technique or deposition conditions [117, 118].
This has also been shown for Py ﬁlms on diﬀerent substrates [119, 120]. However, the presence
of an UMA in our sample is very likely introduced via the deposition process. Because CMAs are
expected to be present in cubic magnetic ﬁlms due to the crystalline symmetry, the crystalline
structure of the Py/MgO(001) sample is investigated via X-ray diﬀraction (XRD). As can be
seen in the attachment, Fig. A.4 conﬁrms a cubic structure by a fourfold diﬀraction pattern
at a 2Θ angle of 44.332◦ for (111) Bragg reﬂections. Thus, a CMA can be expected and its
superposition with the UMA can give rise to the MEAs at ϕ = 20◦ and 70◦. A more detailed
insight in the underlying magnetization dynamics is given in the next section.
Figure 5.6 shows that the sweep measurements of Fig. 5.5 can be simulated via the Stoner-
Wohlfarth model regarding the geometry of the electromagnets (see next section). While the
simulations for both MEA (Fig. 5.6 (b), (d)) equals each other, the experimental data show
a diﬀerent signal shape and, thus, propose a varying magnetization reversal process for both
MEA. Additionally, both branches of the simulated MEA are identical whereas those of the
experimental data show a slight shift of around 20 Oe. This shift is also observable for the other
angles but despite of this fact, the simulations ﬁt the experimental data exceptionally well.
So far, only the shape of the ﬁeld reversal curves of Vy are discussed. As it is explained in detail
later, they can be used to conclude the magnetization reversal process. Now, the ϕ dependence
of the saturation values Vsat shall be highlighted. When all Vy for |H| ≥ 140Oe are averaged,
subtracted by a linear temperature drift and plotted vs. the magnetic ﬁeld angle, Vsat shows
an oscillation around an oﬀset value of -15µV (Fig. 5.5 (g)). This oﬀset value results from the
ordinary Seebeck coeﬃcient described by S+ in Eq. (4.12). The data follow a sin 2ϕ dependence
and, therefore, conﬁrm the ϕ dependence for the PNE predicted by Eq. (4.13). The PNE
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Figure 5.7.: Rotation measurements for increasing ∆T are conducted with ϕT = 0◦. For reasons
of better overview, the measurement uncertainties δϕ and δVsat are only shown for
ϕ = 40◦. Each data set conﬁrms the sin 2ϕ oscillation of Fig. 5.5 (g) and, thus, can
be ﬁtted with Vsat = y0 + A sin 2(ϕ− ϕ0). (b) The ﬁt parameter A indicates the
PNE magnitude and is proportional to ∆T . Thus, the experimental data follow the
ϕ and ∆T dependence of Eq. (4.13).
amplitude is determined to (0.5±0.05)µV which proves the setups resolution within the nanovolt
regime. Small deviations between the ﬁt and data can be found around ϕ = 90◦, 270◦ but an
analysis of Vsat−Vsin 2ϕ observes no systematical measurement artefacts. These data are basically
obtained from a rotation measurement and conﬁrm the presence of the PNE. To further prove
the setups functionality, rotation measurements for ﬁve diﬀerent ∆T are conducted.
For this purpose, ﬁve rotation measurements for each ∆T are averaged and depicted in Fig. 5.7
(a). Following Eq. (4.13), all data sets can be ﬁtted with Vsat = y0+A sin 2(ϕ− ϕ0) with a ﬁxed
phase shift ϕ0 for all data sets. An increasing oscillation amplitude for increasing ∆T is clearly
observed. The ﬁt parameter A represents the strength of the PNE which is dependent on ∆T .
Plotting A vs. ∆T (Fig. 5.7 (b)) illustrates the ∆T proportionality of the PNE magnitude and
unambiguously proves the presence of the PNE. Thus, the data conﬁrm the derived theory for
the PNE.
Influence of ∇T rotation on AMTP and PNE measurements
In the next step, the key feature of the new setup is investigated. Therefore, ∆T = 30K is
rotated within the sample plane from 0◦ to 360◦ in steps of dϕT = 15◦. For each ϕT a sweep
measurement at ϕ = 0◦ is recorded. Figure 5.8 (a)-(f) shows exemplary data, each with an
inset which symbolizes the geometric orientation of ∇T (red to blue color gradient). As before,
each sweep measurement shows a saturation voltage in the high magnetic ﬁeld regime and the
formation of extrema in the low magnetic ﬁeld regime near the zero crossing point.
Since for (a) ϕT = ϕ = 0◦, this measurement equals the data of Fig. 5.5 (a). Due to the
perpendicular voltage measurement with respect to ∇T , Vy records a transverse signal. Any
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Figure 5.8.: (a)-(f) Magnetic sweep measurements at ϕ = 0◦ for increasing ϕT. (g) The voltages
Vsat are calculated as described for Fig. 5.5 (g) and plotted vs. ϕT.
contributions of the AMTP can be generally excluded since Ey,AMTP ∝ sin 2ϕT (see Eq. (4.12)
for ϕT = 0◦). On the other hand, when M is saturated along ϕ = 0◦ for high magnetic ﬁelds,
the PNE contribution also vanishes due to Ey,PNE ∝ sin 2ϕ cosϕT (see Eq. (4.13)). Only for low
magnetic ﬁelds Vy resolves the PNE responses of diﬀerently aligned magnetic domains than for
ϕ = 0◦.
Figure 5.8 (c) depicts the situation for ϕT = 90◦. In contrast to (a), ∇T is parallel to the voltage
measurement and Ey,PNE ∝ sin 2ϕ cosϕT results in a total exclusion of any PNE contribution
to Vy. Thus, the signal originates purely from the AMTP, described by the proportionality
Ey,AMTP ∝ sin 2ϕT in Eq. (4.12). Here, both extrema of each branch in (a) have developed to one
common maximum near 0 Oe. This transformation is already observable in (b) (ϕT = 45◦), where
both minima are clearly decreased in comparison to (a). Note that here Vy is a superimposed
signal of the PNE and AMTP since the total thermal gradient is composed of an x- and y-thermal
gradient. Thus, ∇xT induces a contribution to Ey due to the PNE and ∇yT an Ey contribution
due to the AMTP. Increasing ϕT changes the relative orientation of M with respect to ∇T ,
leading to a subsequent shift from a PNE to an AMTP measurement and back.
Consequently, (d) shows a horizontally mirrored PNE signal for ϕT = 180◦ in comparison to (a),
whereas (e) with ϕT = 270◦ is the mirrored counterpart to ϕT = 90◦. Only after a complete
rotation by 360◦ the signal of (a) is repeated, see (f). Note that also for rotating ϕT, each sweep
measurement can be simulated with the same model as previously described for rotating ϕ.
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Figure 5.9.: Simulated sweep measurements of Fig. 5.8 by MuMax3.
Figure 5.9 shows the convincing agreement between the experimental data and the underlying
model for all directions of the applied ∇T .
The superposition of the PNE and AMTP can be described by adding Eq. (4.13) and Eq. (4.12)
to the total electric ﬁeld along the y axis, leading to
Ey = −S+ |∇T | sinϕT − S− |∇T | cosϕT sin 2ϕ+ S− |∇T | sinϕT cos 2ϕ . (5.1)
Equation (5.1) describes the measured voltage, when the distance of the voltage probes d is taken
into account
Vy = y0(ϕT) +A(ϕT) sin 2ϕ+B(ϕT) cos 2ϕ , (5.2)
with
y0(ϕT) = −S+ |∇T | d sinϕT , (5.3)
A(ϕT) = −S− |∇T | d cosϕT , (5.4)
B(ϕT) = S− |∇T | d sinϕT . (5.5)
Here, y0(ϕT) describes the magnetic ﬁeld independent ordinary Seebeck eﬀect, whereas the
parameters A(ϕT) and B(ϕT) represent the magnitudes of the PNE and AMTP, respectively.
Figure 5.8 (g) depicts all saturation voltages of (a)-(f) implying that the magnetization is always
saturated along ϕ = 0◦. Hence, the PNE contribution in Eq. (5.2) cancels out, leaving only
y0(ϕT) and B(ϕT) (i.e. the Seebeck eﬀect and the AMTP) contributing to Vy. Comparing Eqs.
(5.4) and (5.5) reveal that the AMTP is expected to be of identical magnitude as the PNE which
was earlier determined to 0.5µV. Thus, the obtained sine oscillation of (178 ± 4)µV is three
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Figure 5.10.: The angle ϕT is increased from 0◦ to 360◦ after recording a rotation measurement
at each ϕT. (a) The rotation of ∇T results in a phase shift of the sin(2ϕ) (ϕT = 0◦)
to a -cos(2ϕ) oscillation (ϕT = 90◦) and a changing voltage oﬀset consistent with
Eq. (4.14). The measurement uncertainties are depicted only at ϕ = 30◦ for reasons
of better overview. All rotation measurements are ﬁtted with Eq. (5.2) and the
resulting ﬁt parameters y0 (blue), A (black) and B (red) are plotted against ϕT in
(b). They follow the expected cos- (PNE), sin- (AMTP) and sin- (ordinary Seebeck
eﬀect) dependence on ϕT described by Eqs. (5.3)-(5.5).
orders of magnitude larger than the AMTP or PNE and, therefore, can be attributed only to
the sin (ϕT) dependence of the ordinary Seebeck eﬀect. The sine oscillation of the Seebeck eﬀect
can also be explained geometrically. Rotating ∇T within the sample plane leads to a sin(ϕT)
projection of ∇T onto the y-axis. This projection results in the sine shaped Seebeck voltage
Vy.
So far, only one parameter was constantly changed within a measurement series. Either the
angle of H or the angle of ∇T . Now, a combination of both is used to separate and compare
all three contributions to Vy. Firstly, rotation measurements are conducted for 0◦ > ϕT > 360◦,
subtracted by the oﬀset voltage y0 for better overview and plotted in Fig. 5.10 (a). The sin (2ϕ)
oscillation already observed in Fig. 5.5 (g) is repeated for ϕT = 0◦ and represents a pure PNE
measurement due to the transverse measurement of Vy relative to ∇T . The oscillation shifts for
higher ϕT (exemplary represented by the red curve for ϕT = 60◦) until it equals a − cos (2ϕ)
oscillation for ϕT = 90◦. In the latter case, due to the parallel measurement of Vy relative to ∇T ,
the AMTP is the origin of the observed signal. As previously described, all measurements for
ϕT 6= 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 360◦ consist of a superposition of all eﬀects due to the subsequent change of
the ∇T projection onto the x- and y- axis. The observed phase shift of the rotation measurements
for increasing ϕT is consistent with Eq. (4.14) and stresses the subsequent shift of a PNE to an
AMTP measurement. Secondly, the rotation measurements are ﬁtted with Eq. (5.2), since this
relation regards the separate contributions of the Seebeck eﬀect, PNE and AMTP for each ϕ
and ϕT. As can be seen in Fig. 5.10 (a), all rotation measurements can be fairly ﬁtted by this
formulation.
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Now, the resulting ﬁt parameters y0(ϕT), A(ϕT) and B(ϕT) are plotted vs. ϕT in Fig. 5.10
(b). The result clearly illustrates the ϕT dependencies of all parameters as predicted by Eqs.
(5.3)-(5.5) and even reﬂects the opposite sign of A and B. Since this plot depicts the contribution
of each eﬀect to Vy for diﬀerent ϕT, it also veriﬁes the previously mentioned shift from a PNE to
an AMTP measurement. At ϕT = 0◦, B(ϕT) and y0(ϕT) (AMTP and ordinary Seebeck eﬀect)
vanish while A(ϕT) (PNE) is at its maximum. In contrast, at ϕT = 90◦, A(ϕT) vanishes while
B(ϕT) and y0(ϕT) are maximal.
Consequently, the ﬁt parameters are ﬁtted with the corresponding Eqs. (5.3)-(5.5), revealing a
PNE amplitude of (0.53± 0.05)µV and an AMTP amplitude of (−0.47± 0.05)µV. As it was
expected, both eﬀect magnitudes are the same within the measurement uncertainty. Thus, they
can be averaged to estimate the thermovoltage induced by S−
S−|∇T | d = −(0.50± 0.05)µV . (5.6)
On the other hand, the ﬁt of y0 describes the S+ induced Seebeck eﬀect by
USeebeck = −S+|∇T | d = −(168± 4)µV . (5.7)
At this point it is important to note, that the measured Seebeck contribution is again a
superpositioned signal. Not only the measured Py ﬁlm under investigation inﬂuences the
resulting signal, but also the used Au bond wires to contact the thin ﬁlm. Because of the absence
of ferromagnetism, their inﬂuence can be neglected for the PNE and AMTP. But the magnetic
ﬁeld independent Seebeck eﬀect of the wires inﬂuences the measured Seebeck voltage. Thus, the
Seebeck coeﬃcient S+ has to be regarded as an eﬀective Seebeck coeﬃcient composed of the
Seebeck coeﬃcients of the ﬁlm and wires. The conventional deﬁnition of the Seebeck voltage
in combination with SPy = −4.5
µV
K [100] and SAu = 1.8
µV
K [101], allows to estimate the net
applied temperature diﬀerence between the bond wires
USeebeck = −Seff∆T = −(SPy − SAu)∆T = −(168± 4)µV
∆T =
USeebeck
−Seff
= −(26.7± 0.6)K . (5.8)
This result agrees well with the applied temperature diﬀerence of 30 K between the sample
holders and can further be used to calculate S− by Eq. (5.6)
U− = −S−∆T = (0.50± 0.05)µV
S− = −
U−
∆T
= (0.019± 0.002)
µV
K
. (5.9)
With the earlier introduced deﬁnitions
S+ =
S|| + S−
2
and S− =
S|| − S⊥
2
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the Seebeck coeﬃcients parallel and perpendicular to the magnetization can be formulated
S|| = S+ + S− and S⊥ = S+ − S− . (5.10)
Now, the relative change of the anisotropic Seebeck coeﬃcient, ∆S, can be expressed in terms of
S− and S+
∆S =
S|| − S⊥
S||
=
2S−
S+ + S−
. (5.11)
Finally, since ∆S should only be determined for the Py thin ﬁlm, instead of the experimentally
observed S+, SPy is used to derive
∆S =
2S−
SPy + S−
= −(0.84± 0.08)% . (5.12)
This result shows, that in the investigated thin ﬁlm the magnetothermopower is 0.84% stronger
perpendicular to its magnetization than parallel to it.
5.1.3. Simulation of electrical experiments
In kind cooperation with A. Shestakov from Regensburg University simulations have been
conducted to fully understand the voltage traces shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.8. Subsequent
calculations based on the Stoner-Wohlfarth model including the superposition of a UMA and
CMA as well as parasitic magnetic ﬁeld contributions by the setups geometry lead to the simulated
voltage traces shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.9.
As mentioned earlier, Eqs. (3.36) and (3.38) imply that the vector of the magnetization ~M
coincides with the vector of the external ﬁeld ~H, ϕM = ϕ. This assumption is only valid as
long as ~H is at least one order of magnitude larger than any underlying magnetic anisotropy i,
| ~H| ≫ Ci Ki
Ms
(Ci dimensionless constant, Ki anisotropy constant, Ms saturation magnetization),
or any parasitic magnetic ﬁeld contributions ~Hp,
(
| ~H| ≫ | ~Hp|
)
. However, this is only the case
for ﬁelds larger than 100 Oe and a more speciﬁed model is needed in order to calculate ϕM for
lower H and to simulate the complete voltage traces of the sweep measurements.
For this purpose, Eq. (4.14) is rearranged, describing only the magnetic ﬁeld dependent change
of Vy
Vy(H) = S− d |∇T | sin (2ϕM(H)− ϕT) . (5.13)
Here, the contact distance d is included since Vy = −Ey d and the summand S+ is neglected
because it only causes a voltage oﬀset and is not dependent on H. The presence of two MEA at
ϕ = 20◦, 70◦ was earlier explained by the superposition of an UMA and a CMA and are also
taken into account for further calculations.
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Figure 5.11.: (a) Each branch of the experimental sweep measurement passes through 4 speciﬁed
positions, (b) M reversal explanation for the sweep measurent at ϕ = ϕT = 0◦.
The green lines indicate magnetic easy axes whereas the gray dashed lines indicate
the directions for minimal and maximal voltage responses, following Eq. (5.13).
Figure 5.11 (a) shows the experimental sweep measurement at ϕ = ϕT = 0◦. The black branch
represents the sweep up curve and the red branch the sweep down measurement. At position 0,
M is saturated at negative H, representing the start of the measurement where ϕM = ϕ ≈ 180◦.
Next, the voltage passes its minimum for low negative H near 0 Oe at position 1, before it
directly increases to its maximum at position 2 for low positive H. At 1 and 2 the magnetization
vector tilts out of the direction ϕ since the magnetic ﬁeld is too weak to keep M aligned. Only
then it saturates again at position 3 for high positive ﬁelds, where the magnetization angle equals
the ﬁeld angle, ϕM = ϕ = 0◦.
A ﬁrst suggestion for the rotation of M is depicted in Fig. 5.11 (b). The green lines indicate the
directions of both MEA along 20◦ and 70◦. Additionally, according to Eq. (5.13), the maximum
of the voltage occurs for ϕM = 45◦, 225◦ and the minimum for ϕM = 135◦, 315◦ and, thus, these
axes are highlighted by the dashed gray lines. The rotation of ϕM is illustrated by the black
arrows. At point 0, H is at high negative ﬁelds (solid red arrow) and keeps M aligned. When
the absolute magnitude of H is reduced, M rotates oﬀ the direction of H towards the minimum
at point 1, despite it is expected to ﬁrst move to the closer MEA1. After switching the direction
of H (along dashed red line), M ﬁrst passes MEA2, reaches the maximum at point 2 and ﬁnally
aligns with H at point 3 for high positive ﬁelds.
In the next step, the in-plane magnetic free energy density, U , is calculated. Following Gurevich
et al. [121], it reads in the presence of a UMA and CMA for monodomain magnetization
U = −MsH cos (ϕM − ϕ) +KU sin
2(ϕM − ϕUA) +
KC
4
sin 2(2[ϕM − ϕCA]) . (5.14)
Here, the ﬁrst, second and third terms are attributed to the Zeeman, the UMA and the CMA
energies, respectively. KU (KC) expresses the strength and ϕUA (ϕCA) the angle of the UMA
(CMA). As before, Ms is the saturation magnetization and ϕM the direction of the magnetization.
In the given geometry, the demagnetization energy is excluded since the estimated demagnetization
factors following Aharoni et al. [122] are in the order of 10−6 and lead to negligible eﬀective
in-plane demagnetizing ﬁelds of around 0.01 Oe. With literature values for Py (KC = 5 · 104
erg
cm3
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Figure 5.12.: (a) Magnetic free energy density U in dependence of the magnetization angle ϕM
calculated by Eq. (5.14). The energy minima are aligned with the MEA at 20◦
and 70◦ and, thus, determine the appearance of MEA at the given angles. (b) The
energy distribution plotted in polar coordinate system.
[123], KU = 2 · 104
erg
cm3
[70, 124]) as well as ϕUA = 45◦ and ϕCA = 0◦ and without an external
magnetic ﬁeld, the angular distribution of U can be calculated. It is shown in Fig. 5.12 and
clearly veriﬁes the experimentally found energy minima at ϕ = 20◦, 70◦. With this model,
however, only symmetric PNE/AMTP traces can be simulated and do not reasonably ﬁt the
experimental signal shown in Fig. 5.11 (a).
Therefore, in the next step, the simulations were improved by using a more sophisticated model.
MuMax3 regards the magnetic hysteresis, uses magnetic multidomain states and includes UMA
and CMA as well as ﬁnite temperature modeling [125]. Due to the cell number limitation of
this model, the eﬀective Py area has to be reduced to 1 × 1µm2 which leads to an enhanced
demagnetization energy contribution by 3 orders of magnitude. As a consequence, Ms is halved
and the anisotropy constants are enlarged by an order of magnitude in comparison to the
aforementioned simulations. In addition with the expansion of the ﬁeld sweep range to ±1000Oe,
this model only gives qualitative simulations. However, the result can be seen in Fig. 5.13. A
clear asymmetric trace of Vy can be seen in (a) with a maximum for small negative ﬁelds and a
minimum for small positive ﬁelds. The corresponding rotation of M is depicted in Fig. 5.13 (b).
In contrast to Fig. 5.11, M tilts from the fully saturated negative direction at point 0 towards
the MEA 1 at point 1 for low negative ﬁelds. By further increasing H, M switches its direction
by 180◦ via multidomain state into point 2. Note for H = 0Oe (point 1’) M ﬁrst passes through
the maximum direction at 225◦ before the absolute value of M reduces to a minimum due to the
multidomain state. Because the AMTP (PNE) is proportional to |M |2, the voltage trace shows
a minimum for low positive ﬁelds where |M | is minimal. For higher H, M saturates and aligns
with H at point 3. Although this model leads to asymmetric voltage traces which are also seen
in other AMTP (PNE) experiments with CMA, low Ms and large magnetic anisotropy [126, 127],
the results of this study can not reasonably be ﬁtted.
The last deviations between the simulations and experimental results can be eliminated by
introducing a parasitic magnetic ﬁeld Hp which is induced by the geometry of the setup itself.
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Figure 5.13.: (a) The normalized sweep up trace simulated by MuMax3 and (b) the corresponding
rotation of M involving multidomain switching.
Since the magnetic hard axes of the CMA are aligned with the magnetic poles of the magnet, a
link between both seems reasonable. For the case of a perfect geometry of the magnet, including
the pole distances and homogeneity of the yoke, a pure CMA due to the samples symmetry proven
by the XRD seems realistic. But for small perturbations within the geometry, the introduction
of an additional UMA could be realized. For example, in case of a smaller distance between one
magnet pair compared to the other, the magnetic ﬂux could prefer one axis and thus introduce
another UMA. Additionally, through the direct connection of both axis via the yoke, a leakage of
magnetic ﬂux from one pair to the other might appear. Therefore, the magnetic state of one axis
is dependent on the other and, thus, introduces the parasitic ﬁeld Hp(ϕ) which can be written
as
|Hp(ϕ)| = |Hp, max| | sin (ϕ− ϕmin1) sin (ϕ− ϕmin2)| . (5.15)
The amplitude Hp, max is set to 7.5Oe, ϕmin1 = 20◦ and ϕmin2 = 70◦, leading to Fig. 5.14 (a)
which is very similar to the free energy density U , Fig. 5.12. It basically shows the anisotropy of
the amplitude of the parasitic ﬁeld.
Furthermore, it has to be taken into account, that the direction of Hp(ϕ), ϕp, is dependent on
H and ϕ,
ϕp(H,ϕ) = ϕ± 180
◦
(
Hmax +H
2Hmax
)
. (5.16)
Here, Hmax = 150Oe and the phase shift is attributed to the leakage process and the rotation of
M . The sign is chosen the way, that M rotates into the closest minimum of the AMTP (PNE)
signal, corresponding to Fig. 5.11 (b).
The combination of the aforementioned methods allows the complete reconstruction of the
experimental voltage signals. Firstly, for ﬁxed Hp,max, ϕT, ϕmin1, ϕmin2, |Hp(ϕ)| is calculated
(Eq. (5.15)) followed by the numerical solution of Eq. (5.16) which gives the orientation of ~Hp
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Figure 5.14.: (a) The parasitic ﬁeld Hp introduced by a non-perfect geometry of the magnet,
according to Eq. (5.15). (b) Via vectorsum the parasitic magnetic ﬁeld ~Hp adds
up with the externally applied ~H to the eﬀective ﬁeld ~HΣ which determines the
Zeemann contribution to the magnetic free energy U .
for each value H of a sweep measurement. Secondly, the eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld ~HΣ(H) along
the orientation ϕΣ(H) is introduced, where both parameters are determined by vector addition
of ~H and ~Hp (see Fig. 5.14 (b)). Now, the Zeemann energy contribution to U in Eq. (5.14) is
corrected by HΣ( ~H) and ϕΣ( ~H) resulting in
U =−MsHΣ( ~H) cos (ϕM − ϕΣ( ~H)) +KU sin
2(ϕM − ϕUA)
+
KC
4
sin 2(2[ϕM − ϕCA]) . (5.17)
The equilibrium position ϕM of ~M for the complete ﬁeld sweep can now be calculated by ﬁnding
ϕM for which U is minimal. Thus,
∂U
∂ϕM
= 0 (5.18)
numerically calculates the ϕM(H) dependence. By inserting ϕM(H) into Eq. (5.13) the normalized
(S− |∇T | d = 1) voltage curve Vy(ϕΣ(H)) reconstructs the experimental data reasonably well.
By repeating this procedure for each ϕ and ϕT the sweep measurements of Figs. 5.5 and 5.8 can
be simulated, resulting in Figs. 5.6 and 5.9.
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Figure 5.15.: The electrically induced AHE voltage is measured for varying (a) current (including
a linear ﬁt), (b) ∆T and (c) frequency to ensure a pure AHE signal which is not
inﬂuenced by ∇T .
5.2. Magneto(thermo)electric investigation of Co/Pd multilayers
As mentioned earlier, two measurement modes are used to conclude and compare thermal and
electrical transport coeﬃcients. Firstly, only ∇T is the driving force for a longitudinal and
transverse voltage and, thus, no superimposed signals due to diﬀerent driving forces can occur in
mode 1. But since in the measurement mode 2 additional to ∇T an alternating current is applied,
the resulting voltages might be subject to superimposed origins. Therefore, the dependence of
the transverse voltage on the driving current, the applied ∇T and the frequency of the current
is recorded. Figure 5.15 shows the corresponding results. As can be seen in (a), the transverse
voltage is proportional to the applied current, hence, the underlying ∇T does not give rise to
an additional thermal contribution in measurement mode 2. This is also veriﬁed by (b), where
∆T is increased from zero to 30K for alternating current of constant magnitude. Within the
measurement uncertainty, the AHE voltage stays constant. Furthermore, the frequency of the
alternating current is increased to exclude any frequency dependent artifacts on the AHE voltage.
Figure 5.15 (c) shows that up to 1 kHz the AHE voltage stays constant before it drastically drops
for higher frequencies. Because of these ﬁndings, a current of 0.5mA is chosen for not altering
the Hall bar due to too high current densities. A temperature diﬀerence of 30K ensures a high
ANE response and a frequency of 117Hz guarantees to stay within the constant regime of the
AHE response.
In the following, the temperature dependent signals of the multilayer with tCo = 0.3 nm are
representatively shown in detail. As before, the magnetic sweep direction from negative to
positive ﬁelds is symbolized by the black branch of the results whereas the sweep direction from
positive to negative values is represented by the red branch. Figure 5.16 shows VAHE from (a)
Tbase =room temperature (RT) up to (e) Tbase =478K. At each temperature, VAHE shows a
clear hysteresis with saturation values for |H| > 2000Oe. With increasing temperature, the
coercive ﬁelds continuously decrease indicating that the magnetization switches earlier for higher
temperatures. Furthermore, the magnitude of VAHE, Vmag = (V+sat − V-sat)/2, increases linearly
until it seems to saturate for temperatures around 500K, see Fig. 5.16 (f). The high squareness
of all curves verify the PMA also for high temperatures, showing that the Curie temperature is
not reached until 500K.
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Figure 5.16.: (a)-(e) The AHE voltage of the multilayer with tCo = 0.3 nm for increasing temper-
ature shows a hysteresis with increasing magnitude and decreasing coercive ﬁelds.
(f) The AHE magnitude ﬁrst linearly increases with temperature before it seems to
saturate for temperatures higher than 500K.
Figure 5.17.: (a)-(e) The ANE voltage of the multilayer with tCo = 0.3 nm for increasing tempera-
ture shows a hysteresis with inverted polarity compared to the AHE and decreasing
coercive ﬁelds. (f) The ANE magnitude ﬁrst drops to a negative maximum at 400K
before it seems to linearly decrease to zero for high temperatures.
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Figure 5.18.: (a)-(e) The AMR voltage of the multilayer with tCo = 0.3 nm for increasing
temperature shows a linear increase to a maximum voltage at Hc before it abruptly
drops to a linear decreasing background voltage. (f) The average AMR voltage
increases constantly with temperature.
Figure 5.17 (a)-(e) depicts VANE in the same temperature regime. Again, hysteresis curves can be
recorded for Tbase < 500K. In comparison to the AHE signal, the ANE has an inverted polarity
and is about one order of magnitude smaller. Nevertheless, the squareness of the hysteresis
again shows that the perpendicular magnetization reversal takes place over a narrow range of H,
still indicating a fast switching and, thus, a PMA. As before, the coercive ﬁelds decrease with
increasing temperature. But in contrast to the AHE, Vmag does not follow a linear temperature
dependence, see Fig. 5.17 (f). Instead, it reaches a negative maximum around 400K before
decreasing nearly linearly to zero for high temperatures. However, no sign change can be observed
within 320K ≥ Tbase ≥ 520K for tCo = 0.3 nm.
So far, only the transverse voltage signals of measurement mode 1 (VANE) and measurement
mode 2 (VAHE) are described. For a quantitative comparison, also the longitudinal voltages of
mode 1 (VSeebeck) and mode 2 (VAMR) have to be evaluated. Fig. 5.18 illustrates the temperature
dependent AMR voltage simultaneously recorded with the AHE voltage. Starting from negative
H, the voltage ﬁrst increases linearly with increasing H until it reaches its maximum for positive
H. It abruptly drops at the same coercive ﬁeld as recorded for the AHE and ANE signal and
then decreases linearly with further increasing H. When the ﬁeld sweep goes back to zero, the
voltage again increases linearly with the same slope as it has dropped before the magnetic sweep
direction change. A maximum voltage is reached, before it drops down to the voltage of the
increasing ﬁeld branch at the negative coercive ﬁeld. Further increasing the negative ﬁeld linearly
decreases the voltage. This behavior is seen for all temperatures, but the signiﬁcant ﬁelds of
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Figure 5.19.: The coercive ﬁelds of the AHE, ANE and AMR show the same temperature
dependent decrease.
Figure 5.20.: (a)-(e) The longitudinal Seebeck voltage is independent of H and shows a constant
voltage at each temperature. (f) The absolute average value constantly increase
with temperature.
the voltage drops decrease with increasing temperature. Similar shapes of the AMR signal of
Co(0.2 nm)/Pd(2 nm) multilayers have been earlier reported at 4K [17]. The average signal of
VAMR is shown in Fig. 5.18 (f) and follows a linear temperature dependence.
When all coercive ﬁelds of the AHE, ANE and AMR measurements are compared, it shows that
within the error uncertainties all measurements follow the same temperature dependent decrease
of Hc (Fig. 5.19). This clearly proves that all of these eﬀects follow the same magnetization
dynamics, although their magnitudes have diﬀerent dependencies on the temperature.
Figure 5.20 shows the longitudinal Seebeck voltages recorded together with the ANE. As expected,
the Seebeck voltages do not show any dependencies on H and, thus, a constant voltage within the
noise level is found for each temperature (see Fig. 5.20 (a)-(e)). The mean value of each signal
is plotted vs. temperature in (f) and its absolute value continuously increase with increasing
temperature.
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Figure 5.21.: The temperature dependent transport coeﬃcients (a) ρxy, (b) ρxx, (c) Sxy and (d)
Sxx of the Co/Pd multilayers for increasing Co thickness.
In the next step, the temperature dependent voltage signals of Figs. 5.16 (f), 5.17 (f), 5.18 (f)
and 5.20 (f) are used to calculate the temperature dependent transport coeﬃcients following Eqs.
(4.17), (4.18), (4.20) and (4.21). This procedure is repeated for the multilayers with tCo= 0.2 nm,
0.225 nm, 0.25 nm, 0.3 nm and 0.35 nm leading to the normalized transport coeﬃcients depicted
in Fig. 5.21. The dashed lines connecting the data points only act as guides to the eye. The
anomalous Hall resistivity ρxy continuously increases with temperature for all tCo and a sign
change is observed between 0.25 nm and 0.3 nm at 320K (see Fig. 5.21 (a)). A previous AHE
study on the same multilayer systems found the sign change in ρxy also for tCo = 0.3 nm but at
140K [94]. This might be due to diﬀerent production charges where diﬀerent sputter targets
result in diﬀering sputter rates and could lead to an oﬀset in the net multilayer or individual
layer thickness. In the previous study, ρxy(320K) ranges from -0.1µΩcm to +0.1µΩcm at and
ρxy(320K) of this study range from -0.1µΩcm to 0.0µΩcm. Hence, they lay in the same order
of magnitude. Nevertheless it has to be mentioned that the data in (a) do not show a clear
thickness dependent variation in ρxy as it is the case in the other study at low temperatures. It
is reasonable that the thinnest sample shows the smallest AHE respond at 320K. It contains
the lowest ferromagnetic content resulting in the lowest magnetization which, in turn, highly
inﬂuences the AHE. But the subsequent increase of tCo does not yield a consistent increase of
ρxy. For example, ρxy(320K) equals for tCo = 0.3 nm and 0.35 nm. Furthermore, the data set of
tCo = 0.2 nm shows a steeper increase with temperature than the thicker multilayers, leading to a
crossing point at around 420K. The measurements in the high temperature regime Tbase > 450K
often lead to unstable AHE signals which is why the data sets for tCo = (0.225, 0.35) nm end at
around 445K and only the samples with tCo = (0.2, 0.25, 0.3) nm could be successfully measured
up to 525K.
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However, comparing ρxy(T) with ρxx(T) shows a general increase by two orders of magnitude
(Fig. 5.21 (b)). Beside the sample with tCo = 0.2 nm the resistivities of all multilayers lay in the
intermediate metallic regime within 40µΩcm to 60µΩcm [128]. ρxx(T) increases monotonically
for all multilayers but due to the same reasons as for ρxy, the data sets for tCo = (0.225,
0.35) nm are incomplete for high temperatures. The longitudinal resistivity being two orders
of magnitude larger than the AHE resistivity has been earlier reported for low temperatures
in (Co/Pd) multilayers [18, 94] as well as for face-centered-cubic (fcc) Co ﬁlms [129] and, thus,
the shown data seem to be generally reasonable. Because ρxx(320K) of the same samples have
also been evaluated between 45µΩcm to 55µΩcm in the study of Keskin et al. [94], the thicker
multilayers lay within the same regime. But again two anomalies have to be mentioned. First,
the multilayer with tCo = 0.2 nm has a nearly three times higher resistivity than the multilayer
with tCo = 0.3 nm. Although it is expected for thinner multilayers to have higher resistivities
[130] because of a higher inﬂuence of interface scatter events, the increase of the resistivity into
the dirty conduction regime (ρxx > 100µΩcm [128]) rather seems to be a measurement artifact.
And second, the thickest sample does not show the lowest resistivity although expected. Hence,
a thickness dependent interpretation of the longitudinal resistivities can hardly be done.
The ANE measurements result in highly diﬀering temperature dependencies of Sxy compared
to the electrical transport coeﬃcients, see Fig. 5.21 (c). With increasing temperature, Sxy ﬁrst
increases to a maximum value before it decreases to zero for higher temperatures. By increasing
tCo the width of the maximum becomes broader while the maximum obviously shifts to higher
temperatures. The inset of Fig. 5.21 (c) shows the temperature of the maximum Sxy, Tmax Sxy,
depending on tCo. With exception of tCo = 0.3 nm, Tmax Sxy monotonically increases for higher
Co thicknesses. Although no sign change is observed in the range of 320K<Tbase<525K, the
trend of Sxy for T<370K suggests a sign change for all tCo within a temperature range between
250K and 300K. A sign change from positive to negative Sxy has been reported for Fe3O4 single
crystals at 123K [22]. Here, the temperature corresponds to the Verwey transition temperature,
where a phase transition in magnetite changes its crystal lattice and, therefore, also its physical
properties, e.g. its magnetization, speciﬁc heat or resistivity [131]. But also in ferromagnetic
semiconductors a sign change in the transverse Seebeck coeﬃcient is observed. Figure 5.22
shows (a) Syx(T) and (b) Sxx(T) for diﬀerent Mn amounts x in the Ga1-xMnxAs alloy [21]. In
all samples, Syx(T) increases for low temperatures developing a high peak of around 8µV/K
and decreasing to 0µV/K for higher temperatures. Whereas the drop to 0µV/K is attributed
to the excess of the Curie temperature, the origin of the sign change was not a subject of their
investigation. Interestingly, a remarkable similarity to the measured data shown in Fig. 5.21
(c) is obtained. Both experiments show a broadening and a shift to higher temperatures of the
peak for either an increased Co thickness within the multilayer or an increased amount of Mn
in the semiconductor alloys. Only the positions of the peaks are found at nearly 300K higher
temperatures for the multilayers compared to the alloys. However, this similarity further points
to a potential sign change of Sxy at temperatures slightly below room temperature.
The temperature dependent longitudinal Seebeck coeﬃcients of the multilayers, Sxx(T), can be
found in Fig. 5.21 (d). For all multilayers Sxx starts between -10µV/K and 5 µV/K at 320K and
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Figure 5.22.: The transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) Seebeck coeﬃcients for Ga1-xMnxAs alloys,
taken from Ref. [21].
increases with temperature. Whereas the multilayer with tCo = 0.2 nm shows a broad maximum
at around 420K, the multilayer with tCo = 0.25 nm rather develops a narrow maximum at 475K.
In contrast, all other samples only show a positive slope with maximum Sxx in the range of
100µV/K to 300µV/K. Again, these values can be compared to those of the study conducted on
ferromagnetic semiconductors, Fig. 5.22 (b). These data also show the development of extrema
(at around 25K and 90K) and vary within 200µV/K in a range of 200K. But with variation in x,
the temperature dependence changes more continuously than that of the multilayers. Although
both experiments show a principally diﬀerent behavior of Sxx(T), the order of magnitude of the
multilayers Seebeck coeﬃcients can be assumed as reasonable.
Pu et al. and Ramos et al. were able to ﬁt the obtained Sxy(T) data by the other transport
coeﬃcients ρxx(T), ρxy(T) and Sxx(T) [21, 22]. Here, we follow their approach and discuss the
validity of the Mott relation for the Co/Pd multilayer system. For a detailed discussion we
concentrate on the multilayer with tCo = 0.3 nm, since it does not show any discontinuities or
break downs of any transport coeﬃcient for high temperatures. As described in Sec. 3.1.3, the
transverse resistivity is conventionally plotted against the longitudinal resistivity and ﬁtted by
the power law (ρxy = λ ρnxx) to obtain information about the underlying scatter mechanisms.
Hence, ρxy is plotted vs. ρxx in Fig. 5.23. Classically, the power law is ﬁtted to experimental
data without any oﬀsets, as shown in (a) for the power factors n = 2, 1, 0.5. Obviously, the pure
power law is not suitable to consistently ﬁt the experimental data. They rather suggest a residual
ρxy for low ρxx or, equivalently, low temperatures. Much experimental eﬀort has been conducted
to conclude a uniﬁed AHE scaling law since it showed that it depends on the choice of materials,
temperature range or varied between thin ﬁlms or bulk materials. By using thin Fe ﬁlms of
diﬀerent thickness, Tian et al. could individually tune the intrinsic and extrinsic contributions
to the total scatter events and developed a model which also involves such a residual resistivity
[132].
Based on the conventional separation of a linear extrinsic and a quadratic intrinsic scattering
term
ρxy = a ρxx + b ρ
2
xx , (5.19)
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Figure 5.23.: The transverse resistivity plotted vs. the longitudinal resistivity for a Co/Pd
multilayer with tCo = 0.3 nm. The data are ﬁtted with (a) the classical scaling law
ρxy = λ ρnxx for diﬀerent n or (b) with the adjusted scaling law ρxy = A+ b ρ
2
xx.
they pointed out that the linear term can have two origins with diﬀerent magnitudes, a′ and
a′′,
ρxy = a
′ ρxx0 + a
′′ ρxxT + b ρ
2
xx , (5.20)
with a residual resistivity, ρxx0, and a phonon-induced resistivity, ρxxT. Due to their low
temperature experiment, they could determine ρxx0, ρxxT and ρxx and extract the ﬁt parameters
a′, a′′ and b. Interestingly, the phonon-induced scattering was negligible (a′′ ≈ 0) for all thicknesses
so that further analysis allowed them to determine a′ = α+ β ρxx0, with the magnitudes of skew
and side-jump scattering, α and β. This lead to the scaling law
ρxy = (αρxx0 + β ρ
2
xx0) + b ρ
2
xx
= A+ b ρ2xx (5.21)
which, especially for ﬁlms thinner than 6 nm, described their data signiﬁcantly better than the
classical scaling law. Thus, the ﬁrst term represents the extrinsic (impurities scattering) and
the second the intrinsic (electron-phonon scattering) contribution. Similar experiments are also
done in t< 22 nm amorphous Co40Fe40B20 ﬁlms which further supports the adjusted scaling law
[128]. The present study on Co/Pd multilayers is only conducted at high temperatures, thus, a
determination of ρxx0 and ρxxT is not possible. Hence, we can not investigate the parameters
a′, a′′ and b at this point and, therefore, can not prove the non-existence of the linear term in Eq.
(5.20). For a ﬁnal conclusion whether a linear contribution to ρxy has to be taken into account
the data set needs to be extended to low temperature data. However, since the adjusted scaling
law was also veriﬁed by other works, we ﬁtted our data by using Eq. (5.21), see Fig. 5.23 (b).
It can be seen that the description of the experimental data is highly improved, compared to
the classical scaling law. Although the shown data seem to correspond with Eq. (5.21), the
physical interpretation of the obtained ﬁt parameters has to be handled with care. Due to the
investigation of multilayer systems, not only intrinsic and extrinsic scatter mechanisms inﬂuence
both resistivities and have to be discussed independently. Each contribution furthermore consists
of bulk, interface and surface contributions which, in turn, may also have diﬀerent temperature
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Figure 5.24.: Exemplary ﬁtting of the transport coeﬃcients of the Co/Pd multilayer with tCo =
0.3 nm. (a) The longitudinal resistivity is ﬁtted linearly, ρxx = mT + ρxx0, and (b)
the longitudinal Seebeck coeﬃcient exponentially, Sxx = Sxx0 + exp
T +T 0
c . (c) The
anomalous Nernst coeﬃcient is ﬁtted by Eqs. (4.18) (dotted lines) and (5.27) (solid
lines) for free ﬁt parameters (red) or partially ﬁxed ﬁt paramets (green).
dependencies and impede a clear separation between intrinsic and extrinsic contributions. For
this reason, Keskin et al. did not choose the scaling law to determine the underlying origin of
the AHE, but alternatively used ﬁrst principle calculations. By excluding thermal excitations at
their low temperature experimental data [94], they independently calculated the intrinsic and
side-jump contributions while assuming the skew-scattering to be suppressed. They conclude
that the side-jump and intrinsic contribution are equal in sign and of comparable magnitude.
By increasing the Co amount in their calculations, both scatter mechanisms converge to Co
bulk values, pointing to competitive bulk and interfacial contributions to the total sign of the
AHE resistivity. Hence, the determination of the physical origin of the AHE in multilayer
systems at high temperature is non trivial and can not be ﬁnally identiﬁed within the conducted
experiments.
However, for continuing the discussion of the anomalous Nernst coeﬃcient Sxy, the determination
of the oﬀ-diagonal thermoelectric conductivity tensor element, αxy, is necessary. Following Pu
and Ramos et al. [21, 22], αxy is expressed in terms of ρxx and Sxx by utilizing the classical
power law, ρxy = λ ρnxx, and the Mott relation S =
π2 k2
B
3 e T
∂(lnσ)
∂ǫ
|ǫF . With χ =
π2 k2
B
3e it writes
(see attachments for details)
αxy = ρ
(n−2)
xx
(
χT λ′ − λ(n− 2)Sxx
)
. (5.22)
Here, λ and n are the ﬁt parameters introduced by the power law and λ′ the energy derivative of
λ while ρxx and Sxx are measured as a function of temperature. αxy
(
ρxx(T ), Sxx(T ), T
)
is then
introduced into the expression of the oﬀ-diagonal Seebeck coeﬃcient, leading to
Sxy
(
ρxx(T ), Sxx(T ), T
)
= ρxx(T )
(n−1) [χT λ′ − (n− 1)λSxx(T )] . (5.23)
Keeping n, λ and λ′ as free ﬁt parameters, this expression reconstructs the measured anomalous
Nernst response in a temperature range of 10K to 200K, see Fig. 5.22 (a). In our experiment,
the longitudinal resistivity and Seebeck coeﬃcient of the tCo = 0.3 nm Co/Pd multilayer are
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described by
ρxx(T ) = 1.94 · 10
−7Ωm+ 6.1 · 10−10
Ωm
K
T (5.24)
and
Sxx(T ) = −2.8 · 10
−5 V
K
+ 1.03 10−9
V
K
exp
(
T + 584.5K
90.9K
)
, (5.25)
see Fig. 5.24 (a) and (b). Consequently, Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) are introduced into Eq. (5.23) to
ﬁt Sxy(tCo = 0.3 nm). The dotted lines in Fig. 5.24 (c) represent the ﬁtting results gained by
Eq. (5.23). The green dotted line results when n is ﬁxed to 2 and the other parameters are left
variable. It describes the temperature dependence at T>420K relatively well but saturates for
lower temperatures without developing the maximum around 400K. For this reason, similar to Pu
and Ramos, n is also freely ﬁtted along with the other ﬁt parameters, resulting in the red dotted
ﬁt. Whereas the slope for high temperatures decreases and, thus, agrees better with the data
points, the function still misses a maximum and saturates around 0.5 µV
K
for low temperatures.
This insuﬃcient agreement is attributed to the usage of the classical scaling law during the
derivation of Eq. (5.23). As described earlier, the electric transport coeﬃcients of this study are
rather related by the adjusted scaling law, Eq. (5.21). Thus, the changed scaling law has to be
considered when deriving a proper formulation of Sxy. By using the same approach with the Mott
relation but substituting the classic by the adjusted scaling law, αxy reads (see attachment)
αxy = χT ρ
−2
xx
(
b′ ρ2xx +A
′ +
2A
χ
Sxx
T
)
. (5.26)
With Eq. (5.26) the expression of the anomalous Nernst coeﬃcient transforms into
Sxy
(
ρxx(T ), Sxx, (T )T
)
= ρ−1xx (T )
[
ρ2xx(T )
(
χT b′ − Sxx(T ) b
)
+ASxx(T ) +A
′ χT
]
. (5.27)
Here, A and b are the ﬁt parameters of the adjusted scaling law and A′ and b′ their corresponding
energy derivatives. Now, Eq. (5.27) is used to ﬁt the ANE coeﬃcients of the tCo = 0.3 nm Co/Pd
multilayer, see the solid lines in Fig. 5.24 (c). By keeping all ﬁt parameters free for ﬁtting,
the red solid line shows an enhanced agreement with the data points and also the development
of a maximum around 400K. By manually increasing A, A′ and b, only leaving b′ as a free ﬁt
parameter, the ﬁtting curve can be manipulated to better ﬁt the peak of the data points (Fig.
5.24 (c), solid green line). However, simultaneously the negative slope at high temperatures
increases, leading to higher deviations between the experiment and theory for T>450K. Thus,
the best ﬁt of the total data range is given by Eq. (5.27) while keeping all ﬁt parameters free.
Hence, the longitudinal resistivities and Seebeck coeﬃcients of the other multilayers (Fig. 5.21 (b),
(d)) are similarly ﬁtted and the validity of Eq. (5.27) is tested for tCo = (0.2, 0.225, 0.25, 0.35) nm.
Figure 5.25 (a) depicts the resulting ﬁts of all investigated multilayers. It can be seen that
Eq. (5.27) generally describes the data well and mirrows the development of a maximum for
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Figure 5.25.: (a) The ANE coeﬃcients of all multilayers are ﬁtted by Eq. (5.27). The resulting
ﬁt parameters A, A’ and b are plotted thickness dependently in (b), (c) and (d).
all samples. The resulting ﬁt parameters A, A′ and b are thickness dependently plotted in Fig.
5.25 (b), (c) and (d). Obviously, the parameters do not show a continuous dependence on tCo
but, in general, stay within the same order of magnitude for all samples. b′(tCo) is not shown
since it is 1 for all samples and, by multiplying with χ which is in the order of 10−27, has a
negligible small inﬂuence on the ﬁt of Sxy. In case of tCo = (0.225, 0.35) nm all data points
are exceptionally well described by the ﬁt, whereas the tCo = 0.3 nm sample shows minimal
deviations as described earlier. The ﬁts of the samples with tCo = (0.2, 0.25) nm seem to develop
a minimum of Sxy between 470K and 500K. This feature is probably attributed to the diﬀerent
behavior of their longitudinal Seebeck coeﬃcients at high temperatures. As can be seen in Fig.
5.24 (d), these samples are the only ones which show a decrease of Sxx at high temperatures
and, thus, their ﬁts of Sxy are most likely determined by this high temperature behavior of Sxx.
The real ANE experiment, however, is expected to converge to zero for temperatures above
the Curie temperature. This behavior can not be predicted by the explained model since the
implemented functions Sxx(T ) and ρxx(T ) do not reﬂect the temperature dependent decrease of
the magnetization. This would only be regarded by a proper connection of the AHE (ρxy) to the
AMR measurements (ρxx) via a solid theory of the scaling law for a broad temperature range.
The shown experiments were repeated for multiple heating cycles in order to verify the repro-
ducibility of the results. It shows that the magnitude of Sxy degrades with increasing number of
measurement cycles, especially in case of the thinner samples. In contrast, the electric transport
coeﬃcients show a very robust behavior over the measurement cycles. Although all samples are
post annealed at higher temperature after preparation than any temperatures used during the
experiment, the ANE coeﬃcient is decreased. Since the post annealing process is conducted for 1
hour at 350◦C, the samples might be temperature stable at short time scales. But since one
measurement cycle lasts over 18h, the multilayers are exposed to temperatures above 100◦C for
several hours. This circumstance might lead to atomic diﬀusion which damps the ANE response,
especially for the thinnest multilayers with tCo < 0.2 nm. It was tried to track down any atomic
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changes during the experiment with TEM investigations of thin lamellas cut by focused ion beam.
But due to the sub monolayer thickness of the Co layers a successful investigation could not be
achieved. This is another reason for recommending future experiments on thin multilayers to be
conducted at lower temperatures.
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This thesis discusses magnetoresistive, thermoelectric and magnetothermoelectric eﬀects in
magnetic thin ﬁlms and multilayers. The ﬁrst part of this thesis presents a new instrument for
the rotation of thermal gradients in solid thin ﬁlms. The presented tool opens a new degree of
freedom for magnetothermoelectric investigations and, thus, allows detailed anisotropy studies
for various sample systems. The novel setup realizes the ip rotation of a thermal gradient ∇T by
the vectorial decomposition into two perpendicular thermal gradients of variable strength. This
enables the application of ∇T at varied ip angles relative to the crystal structure without the need
of reassembling the sample or the electric contacts. As a result, the simultaneous measurement
of the AMTP and PNE has been made possible. The successful rotation of ∇T is ﬁrst proven
and analyzed by an IR camera, followed by the quantitative analysis of magnetothermopower
eﬀects in a Py thin ﬁlm on MgO(001). Firstly, this is done by measuring the dependencies of
the AMTP and PNE on the strength of an external magnetic ﬁeld for diﬀerent orientations ϕ
for a ﬁxed ∇T . Secondly, a saturation magnetic ﬁeld is rotated ip the sample for increasing
angle ϕT of ∇T . The initially recorded sin (2ϕ) oscillation of the voltage measured at ϕT = 0◦
subsequently shifts to a cos (2ϕ) oscillation at ϕT = 90◦. This phase shift unambiguously proves
the rotation of ∇T and allows the quantitative separation of the AMTP, PNE and ordinary
Seebeck eﬀect. As a result, the relative change of the anisotropic Seebeck coeﬃcient, ∆S, of Py
can be estimated to −(0.84± 0.08)%.
In spin caloritronics, this experiment could help to investigate, e.g., the anisotropy of the spin
Nernst magnetothermopower or the development of devices featuring speciﬁc crystal structures to
enhance the thermoelectric energy conversion. Another promising usage of the setup could
help with the identiﬁcation of linear and quadratic contributions of the magnetization to
magnetothermoelectric eﬀects via the eight-directional method.
The second part of this work deals with the investigation of the AHE and ANE. Due to the
relevance of the ANE in spin caloritronics, a detailed knowledge of its temperature dependence is
helpful to exploit the ANE’s full potential for thermoelectric devices or parasitic free measurements
of the LSSE in metals. Because diﬀerent studies show a relation between the ANE and the AHE,
the ANE is investigated in thin [Cox/Pd1.5 nm]9 multilayers which are known for a sign change of
the AHE. This led to the development of an experiment which measures the magnetothermoelectric
and magnetoelectric transport properties under same experimental conditions. Longitudinal and
transverse voltage measurements are conducted for a temperature range from RT to 550K with
an applied temperature diﬀerence of 30K. After the separation of the thermal and electric signals,
the longitudinal and transverse electric and thermal transport coeﬃcients can be extracted.
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Thus, four transport coeﬃcients, measured under identical experimental conditions, are analyzed
depending on temperature and multilayer thickness. Whereas the earlier reported sign change
of the AHE coeﬃcient of [Cox/Pd1.5 nm]9 multilayers is observed, a sign change of the ANE
coeﬃcient stays undetected in the investigated temperature range. Instead, all data indicate
a sign change of the ANE at lower temperatures between 100K and 300K. Furthermore, the
transport coeﬃcients are discussed in terms of Mott’s law. This relation between the Seebeck
coeﬃcient and the energy derivative of the conductivity is reported to be valid in various sample
systems. This could lead to the description of the ANE coeﬃcient by the longitudinal resistivity,
the AHE resistivity and the Seebeck coeﬃcient. It shows that the already reported form of the
relation is not capable of describing the experimental results but with slight changes within
the mathematical derivation the agreement between experiment and theory can be signiﬁcantly
enhanced. To unambiguously identify a sign change of the ANE we suggest to focus future work
onto the temperature range below RT. The combined measurement of all transport coeﬃcients
at low temperatures could further clarify the physical validity of the suggested theoretical model.
Interestingly, a maximum of the ANE coeﬃcient could be identiﬁed for each multilayer which
could be of relevance for devices where the constructive superposition of the ANE with other,
e.g. spin caloritronic, eﬀects is desired to further enhance the heat-to-electricity eﬃciency.
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Magnetic field calibration
To calibrate the measured magnetic ﬁelds at the pole caps to the magnetic ﬁeld at the sample’s
position a third Hall sensor has been positioned in the center, aligned with either magnetic axis
1 or 2. For diﬀerent dcore the magnetic ﬁeld was sweeped and recorded for both positions, the
pole cap and the center, respectively. Fig. A.1 (a) and (b) show that the magnetic ﬁeld at the
sample’s position is linearly decreased compared to that at the pole caps. For this reason, the
slope of a linear ﬁt gives the attenuation ratio for each magnetic axis and each dcore, shown
in Fig. A.1 (c). Fitting these ratios with a second grade polynomial allow to interpolate the
attenuation ratios for dcore = [8mm, 11mm] and, thus, to conclude the magnetic ﬁeld at the
samples position by measuring it at the pole caps.
Figure A.1.: (a), (b) The magnetic ﬁeld at the samples position is linearly decreased compared
to the magnetic ﬁeld at the pole caps of each magnetic axis. The linear slope
for each dcore can be ﬁtted (c) and used to achieve the attenuation ratios for
8mm ≤ dcore ≤ 11mm.
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Figure A.2.: (a) Temperature distribution of all heaters and (b) background oﬀset voltage for
diﬀerent PID settings. Slowest PID regulation (left), fastest PID regulation (middle);
PID regulation turned oﬀ and manually controlled output current for Peltier elements
(right).
PID characterization
After a systematical change of the PID parameters, two opposite states of the thermal system
are chosen to stress the correlation between thermal and voltage oscillations. Figure A.2 shows
three diﬀerent settings of the PID controllers: The left side represents the system’s behavior
when the parameters are set to the slowest possible reaction time to suppress the oscillations as
best as possible. Although ∆T has aligned at 0.3K for all heaters, the resulting oﬀset voltage
still continuously changes within 1µV. In contrast to that, the middle part shows the fastest
system response. A clear increase in both, the thermal and voltage oscillations, can be observed
in that case. Only if the PID controllers are turned oﬀ and the current of the Peltier elements is
manually ﬁxed, the temperatures stay constant within 0.1 K, resulting in a voltage background
noise of 0.1µV (see Fig. A.2, right).
The reason why not even the slowest settings can compensate the thermal oscillations lies within
the working principle of a PID controller. In general, a PID controller has to determine a time
dependent process parameter y(t) to smoothly approach a setpoint r(t) (Fig. A.3 (a)). For
example, it might be used to open a valve for reaching a speciﬁc pressure in a gas chamber or, as
in this setup, to adjust temperatures. This is done by an output voltage of the PID controller,
u(t). This response u(t) can be calculated by
u(t) = Kp e(t) +Ki
∫ t
0
e(τ) dτ +Kd
de(t)
dt
(A.1)
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Figure A.3.: (a) A scheme of a PID circuit (based on Refs. [133, 134]). A process variable y(t)
shall reach a setpoint r(t). Therefore it is adjusted by the PID response u(t) which
is calculated using the error e(t)=r(t)-y(t). (b) The setup can be described by a
thermally coupled system of four PID feedback loops. All feedback loops underlay
parasitic heat contributions of the other heaters, hence, making it diﬃcult to totally
stabilize ∇T .
and is based on a feedback loop. By measuring y(t) and comparing it to the setpoint r(t) the
time dependent error e(t)=r(t)-y(t), which is tried to be minimized over time, can be calculated.
Equation A.1 shows the proportional (P), integral (I) and derivative (D) terms which account for
the magnitude, the preceding values and the rate of change of the error, respectively [133, 134].
By the right choice of P, I and D, arbitrary process parameters such as temperatures or gas
pressures can smoothly saturate at the setpoints without overshooting or oscillating.
However, independent of the choice of the parameters, any change of y(t)i will only be attributed
to a change of u(t)i from the same feedback loop. This is the case if an isolated, thermally
decoupled system is regarded. In contrast, the described setup represents a thermally coupled
system, see Fig. A.3 (b). Individually described, each sample holder with its Peltier element
(indicated by the index i) represents a closed PID feedback loop (blue arrows), in which y(t)i is
adjusted only by its own variation of u(t)i. But since all sample holders are in thermal contact
with the sample, for example a change of y(t)A will also eﬀect y(t)B,C,D (indicated by large red
arrows). For this reason, all y(t)i will have parasitic contributions of the other heaters (indicated
by red, orange, green and violet small arrows). Therefore, the parasitic external contributions to
y(t)i will also inﬂuence the feedback loops and corrections of e(t)i. Now, each PID controller
tries to compensate its deviation e(t)i but since it has contributions of extrinsic origin (which by
themselves are actively driven), can not minimize it to zero. This destabilizes the total thermal
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system. This issue might be solved by using a multi-channel PID controller which is capable of
controlling four output channels. These kinds of controllers might regard the inﬂuence of one
output channel to the others and, thus, could decrease the oscillating oﬀset voltages.
Measurement uncertainties of transport coefficients
Based on Eqs. (4.17), (4.18), (4.21) and (4.20) the corresponding measurement uncertainties are
estimated to
dSxx =
∣∣∣∣− D∆T l · σ
(
V
Seebeck
x
)∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣−V
Seebeck
x
∆T l
· dD
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣V
Seebeck
x D
∆T 2 l
· d∆T
∣∣∣∣∣ , (A.2)
dSxy =
∣∣∣∣− D∆T l dV ANE
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣−V ANE∆T l dD
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣V ANED∆T 2 l d∆T
∣∣∣∣∣ , (A.3)
dρxx =
∣∣∣∣w ttotIx l σ(V AMRx )
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣−V
AMR
x
I2x
w ttot
l
dIx
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣V
AMR
x
Ix
w
l
dttot
∣∣∣∣∣ , (A.4)
and
dρxy =
∣∣∣∣ ttotIx dV AHEy
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣−V
AHE
y
I2x
ttot dIx
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣V
AHE
y
Ix
dttot
∣∣∣∣∣ . (A.5)
Cross linking of off-diagonal transport coefficients
As described in Sec. 3.1.2, the thermoelectric tensor is connected to the conductivity tensor.
Considering a transverse thermoelectric measurement only including AHE and ANE contributions,
Eq. (3.17) can be written only for the considered oﬀ-diagonal components
αxy =
(
π2 k2B
3 e
)
T
d
dǫ
[σxy(ǫ)]µ . (A.6)
The oﬀ-diagonal elements of the conductivity tensor can be expressed by elements of the resistivity
tensor σxy =
ρxy
ρ2xx+ρ
2
xy
. When the oﬀ-diagonal response is assumed to be smaller than the diagonal
response ρxy ≪ ρxx, as it is the case in the given experiment (see Fig. 5.24 (a), (b)), it simpliﬁes
to
σxy ≈
ρxy
ρ2xx
. (A.7)
With Eq. (A.7) and σxx = 1/ρxx, the power law of the AHE (Eq. (3.35)) can be converted into
an expression for the conductivity tensor elements
ρxy = λ ρ
n
xx = σxy ρ
2
xx
⇔ σxy = λ ρ
n−2
xx
= λσ2−nxx , (A.8)
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which is used to calculate the energy derivative of Eq. (A.6)
∂
∂ǫ
[σxy(ǫ)]µ =
(
∂λ
∂ǫ
)
µ
σ(2−n)xx + λ(2− n)σ
(1−n)
xx
(
∂σxx
∂ǫ
)
µ
. (A.9)
With λ′ = ∂λ/∂ǫ|µ and inserting the energy derivative into Eq. (A.6) one obtains
αxy =
π2 k2B
3e
T σ(2−n)xx
λ′ + λ(2− n)
(
∂σxx
∂ǫ
)
µ
σxx
 , (A.10)
which transforms with the Mott relation (Eq. (3.18)) into
αxy =
π2 k2B
3e
T σ(2−n)xx
(
λ′ + λ(2− n)
3 e
π2 k2B
Sxx
)
. (A.11)
The transverse thermoelectric matrix element can therefore be described by the resistivity ρ = ρxx,
the Seebeck coeﬃcient S = Sxx and the three ﬁt parameters n, λ and λ′ resulting from the power
law of the AHE
αxy = ρ
(n−2)
(
π2 k2B
3e
T λ′ − λ(n− 2)S
)
. (A.12)
The electric ﬁeld along y induced by a temperature gradient along the x-direction is described by
the oﬀ-diagonal Seebeck coeﬃcient Sxy. Following Ref. [22], this electric ﬁeld has two origins.
Firstly, the oﬀ-diagonal thermoelectric tensor element is responsible for a direct conversion of a
longitudinal heat current into a transverse charge current. Secondly, the charge current along x,
induced by the ordinary Seebeck eﬀect (described by Sxx) is deﬂected by the Hall eﬀect into the
y-direction. This conversion eﬃciency is described by the Hall angle ΘH =
σxy
σxx
. Thus, the total
oﬀ-diagonal Seebeck coeﬃcient adjusts to
Ey
∇xT
= Sxy = ραxy − S
σxy
σxx
. (A.13)
Inserting Eq. A.12 into Eq. (A.13) and utilizing Eq. (A.8) leads to
Sxy = ρ
(n−1) [χT λ′ − (n− 2)λS]− S σxy
σ
= ρ(n−1)
[
χT λ′ − (n− 2)λS
]
− S ρxx λσ
2−n
= ρ(n−1)
[
χT λ′ − (n− 2)λS
]
− S ρxx λ ρ
n−2
= ρ(n−1)
[
χT λ′ − (n− 2)λS
]
− S λρn−1
= ρ(n−1)
[
χT λ′ − (n− 1)λS
]
. (A.14)
Note this derivation is based on the assumption, that ρxy is correlated to ρxx via the classical
power law. Since the here shown samples seem to follow another correlation, the derivation of
Sxy has to be adjusted. Eq. (A.6) and Eq. (A.7) are still valid, but with the adjusted power law,
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Eq. (A.8) changes to
ρxy = A+ b ρ
2
xx = σxy ρ
2
xx
⇔ σxy = Aρ
−2
xx + b
= b+Aσ2xx . (A.15)
Thus, the energy derivative of σxy writes
∂
∂ǫ
[σxy(ǫ)]µ =
(
∂b
∂ǫ
)
µ
+
(
∂A
∂ǫ
)
µ
σ2xx +A (2σxx)
(
∂σxx
∂ǫ
)
µ
. (A.16)
Hence, the oﬀ-diagonal thermoelectric tensor is
αxy = χT
(
b′ +A′ σ2xx + 2Aσxx
∂σxx
∂ǫ
)
= χT σ2xx
(
b′
σ2xx
+A′ + 2A
∂σxx
∂ǫ
σxx
)
= χT σ2xx
(
b′
σ2xx
+A′ + 2A
Sxx
χT
)
= χT ρ−2xx
(
b′ ρ2xx +A
′ +
2A
χ
Sxx
T
)
, (A.17)
with A′ and b′ being the energy derivatives of the ﬁt parameters A and b. Introducing Eq. (A.15)
and (A.17) into Eq. (A.13) gives
Sxy = χT ρ
−1
xx
(
b′ ρ2xx +A
′ +
2A
χ
Sxx
T
)
− Sxx ρxx
(
b+Aσ2xx
)
= ρ−1xx
(
χTb′ρ2xx +A
′ χT + 2ASxx − Sxx ρ
2
xx b− SxxA
)
= ρ−1xx
[
ρ2xx
(
χT b′ − Sxx b
)
+ASxx +A
′ χT
]
. (A.18)
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XRD measurement
Figure A.4.: XRD measurements via the Euler cradle conﬁrm the four-fold diﬀraction pattern of
a cubic crystal structure of the investigated Py ﬁlm.
Optical detection of ∇T rotation
Figure A.5.: The MgO substrate with applied ∇T at ϕT = 45◦ (a), 105◦ (b), 240◦ (c) and
360◦ (d). The calculated output angles within the ROI prove the rotation of ∇T
within ±12◦.
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Figure A.6.: The MAO substrate with applied ∇T at ϕT = 45◦ (a), 105◦ (b), 240◦ (c) and
360◦ (d). The calculated output angles within the ROI prove the rotation of ∇T
within ±12◦.
Figure A.7.: The Sa substrate with applied ∇T at ϕT = 45◦ (a), 105◦ (b), 240◦ (c) and 360◦ (d).
The calculated output angles within the ROI prove the rotation of ∇T within ±11◦.
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Thomas Huser, der als Zweitgutachter meine Dissertation bewertet hat und die Erstellung des
Gutachtens auch in Zeiten terminlicher Auslastung unterbringen konnte. Ebenfalls möchte ich
mich bei Prof. Dr. Arun Gupta, MINT Center of University of Alabama, für einen zweimonatigen
Forschungsaufenthalt im Rahmen eines Summer School Internships bedanken, welcher mir die
Mitarbeit in einem amerikanischen Forschungsinstitut ermöglichte.
Eine erfolgreiche Laborarbeit steht und fällt mit dem geschmeidigen Ineinandergreifen aller
benötigten wissenschaftlicher Aufbauten. Karsten Rotts unglaublicher Erfahrungsschatz hat
dazu beigetragen, dass jeder einzelne Baustein funktioniert und stand mit Rat und Tat auch
bei Neuentwicklungen zur Seite. Danke für diese Unterstützung! Im Hintergrund war Aggi
Windmann dafür verantwortlich, dass alle bürokratischen Angelegenheiten geregelt wurden und
Materialbestellungen die Laborarbeit nicht unnötig verzögert haben. Danke für diesen Beitrag.
Viele weitere Kollegen und Kolleginnen haben durch wissenschaftliche Diskussionen, konstruktive
Kaﬀeepausen, aktive Einarbeit in das Themengebiet oder Kooperation zu diesem Schriftstück
beigetragen. Dafür bedanken möchte ich mich bei: Dr. Jan-Michael Schmalhorst, Prof. Dr.
Hütten, Dr. Daniel Meier, Lars Hellmich, Jan Krieft, Panagiota Bougiatioti, Orestis Manos,
Alessia Niesen, Andreas Becker, Niklas Dohmeier, Dr. Martin Gottschalk, Marianne Bartke,
Luca Marnitz, Jan Oliver Dreessen und Anatoly Shestakov.
Besonders hervorheben möchte ich noch meine Freunde, die mich teilweise seit dem ersten
Semester des Physikstudiums begleiten und mit denen ich gemeinsam durch dick und dünn
gegangen bin. Torsten Hübner (a.k.a. Dr. Torte), Robin Klett (a.k.a. RPK), Jan Haskenhoﬀ
(a.k.a. Husky), Matthias Simonis (a.k.a. Dr. Bone), Thomas Lilienkamp (a.k.a. Dr. Thomi),
Michael Stührenberg und Hanno Meyer zu Theenhausen: Danke für die gemeinsame Zeit, den
Frohsinn und die Urlaube. Auf viele weitere Jahre der Freundschaft!
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Die letzten Zeilen widme ich den Personen in meinem Leben, die mir das Fundament für meinen
Lebensweg bereitet haben, mir den nötigen Rückhalt in allen Situationen gaben und es mir
dadurch ermöglicht haben, dorthin zu kommen, wo ich jetzt bin. Mit tiefster Dankbarkeit erkenne
ich, was Familie bedeutet.
In ewiger Verbundenheit zu meinen Großeltern, meinen Eltern und meiner Schwester.
Danke
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